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CIP is proud to offer the manual “A Kid’s Guide to Building Great Communities”. 

Geared towards children and youth, the guide provides planners and teachers with ideas, exercises 

and materials for use in a variety of settings.

Organized into five sections, (Walk Around the

Block; The Neighbourhood You Live In; Places

You Go in Your Community; Your Community,

How it all Fits Together; Creating Better

Communities with Kids), the guide explores

community and community planning using

topics which fit easily into existing school

subjects such as social studies, language arts,

science and math. It includes tests and quizzes,

activities, games and puzzles - all designed with

children in mind. This handy manual will assist

in  teaching children a sense of community and

help them to define their role as citizens.

A KID’S GUIDE TO BUILDING
GREAT COMMUNITIES

It’s time to hit the books and go back to school!

"A Kid's Guide to Building Great Communities" 

is an excellent addition to any family or school library. 

It is available exclusively from CIP for $18.00 plus $5.00 S&H 

and applicable taxes.

Order your copy today.

Name: _________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Cheque Money Order 

Visa Master Card 

Card Number:

___________________________________

Expiry Date:_________________________

✁
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During the last five years, the planning profession has made significant efforts to enhance the
membership services offered to provisional and full members.At the same time, through

targeted membership programming, affiliates have also been focusing their efforts on encouraging
practitioners at the senior and intermediate levels to join the profession mid-career.These
initiatives have been very successful. However, they only represent two legs of the membership
development/retention stool (better services for existing members and recruitment of non-
member working practitioners).The third leg of the stool is the planning students.They are the
next generation of practising planners in Canada and abroad—they are our future.

Short of licensing, any significant growth in our membership over the long term will depend on
our ability to serve the needs of planning students in order to attract larger numbers of them
to the profession, first as student members and then as provisional members following graduation.
Based on discussions with the affiliates, it is estimated that, overall, only half of the students in
planning schools currently take out student membership in the planning profession.That proportion
more or less continues through graduation and entry into the planning work force.To maintain
a sustainable membership over the long term, recruitment of planning students must be a high
priority for the profession. Bringing planners into the profession through the student cycle is
more cost and time effective than having them join mid–career. Both CIP and the affiliates are
implementing initiatives in an effort to increase student participation and membership in the
profession. Could we be doing something better? Are there other things that we could be doing
to serve student needs? Until we approach full student membership, the answer must be yes.

I had the pleasure of attending the Canadian Association of Planning Students (CAPS) conference
in Saskatoon at the end of January 2004.The conference, hosted by planning students from the
University of Saskatchewan, was attended by approximately 70 students representing planning
schools at Queens,York,Waterloo,Windsor, McGill, Nova Scotia College of Art and Design and
Dalhousie universities and the universities of British Columbia, Northern British Columbia,
Calgary, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Toronto.The majority of the attendees were student
members of the profession. I sat in on the student presentations and came away impressed 
with the diversity of topics, the professional quality of the PowerPoint presentations and the
communications/public speaking skills of the students.
I was given the opportunity to speak about CIP, the planning profession and student membership.
Through my presentation and the follow-up group, and one-on-one discussions during the
conference, I solicited suggestions from students on what the profession (CIP, affiliates and
planning schools) could be doing to better serve their needs and collaterally facilitate higher
rates of student membership.They offered the following suggestions to the profession (items are
not listed in order of priority):

• Develop a formal mentorship program in which a student is paired with a working professional
in the public or private sector during a school term.

• Develop a formal internship program to assist in the summer placement of students 
between years one and two of the masters program and between years three and four of 
the bachelor program.

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT

Help Our Students —
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• Post CIP International WorldLink internship opportunities on both the CIP and affiliate Web sites.

• Develop a formal “meet the professionals” program as part of CIP and affiliate Conference
Student Days to introduce students to public and private sector working professionals.

• From the first day of classes and beyond, have planning schools strongly encourage incoming
students to apply for membership in the profession.

• At the beginning of the first semester, have planning schools, with assistance from the profession,
hand out a “tool kit” outlining the benefits of membership to incoming planning students.

• Have CIP and affiliate representatives carry out regular visits to the planning schools to introduce
the profession and discuss what it means to be a professional.

• Develop a regularly scheduled alumni speaker series at which graduates from the planning program
of the host school speak to students about their jobs.

• Hold “job fairs” to introduce graduating students to prospective public and private sector employers.

• Develop targeted marketing material for international students on the benefits of student
membership and, in particular, full membership when they return to their home countries.

• Establish a national discussion/message board for students through the Web site of the Canadian
Association of Planning Students.

• Encourage dialogue about planning and the planning profession.

• Have the planning schools collect student membership fees as part of the program enrolment process.

• With student fees ranging from $14 to $75.52 depending upon the affiliate, standardize student
fees across the board.

• Based on the number of accredited planning programs in their provinces, have the OPPI and OUQ
increase the number of student representatives on their councils.

A few of the suggestions would clearly require some paradigm shifts and systemic changes. Other
suggestions are more workable within the current framework. In a number of cases, the suggestions
have already been acted upon, either formally or informally, by affiliates.The crosscutting theme is
communication: we must continue to work at communicating with planning students.

If the students who attended the CAPS conference are any indication of the future, the forecast for
the planning profession is bright.The students are passionate about planning and want to be part of
the profession.They want and need our help to become practising planners and better professionals.
They need us and we need them—the classic “win-win” relationship.A number of the suggestions
involve CIP. I will be working with Mark TeKamp, our student representative, and David Brown, our
representative from the Association of Canadian University Planning Programs, to ensure that
planning students are a high priority at CIP. In my mind, the profession realizes that planning students
are our future.The time for us to acknowledge this is now. �

Ron Shishido, MCIP, RPP
CIP President

— Help Ourselves
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Depuis les cinq dernières années, l’ICU et les organismes affiliés ont déployé des efforts
considérables pour enrichir les services offerts aux membres provisoires et membres à part

entière. Parallèlement, par le biais de programmes ciblés, les organismes affiliés ont encouragé
les praticiens des niveaux supérieur et intermédiaire en milieu de carrière à se joindre à une
association professionnelle. Ces initiatives ont été couronnées de succès. Cependant, elles ne
constituent que deux éléments du développement des adhésions et de la rétention (services
améliorés pour les membres actuels et recrutement de praticiens actifs qui ne sont pas membres).
Le troisième élément relève des étudiants en urbanisme. En effet, ils forment la prochaine
génération d’urbanistes actifs au Canada et à l’étranger—ils forment notre avenir.

Hormis l’agrément, quelconque croissance marquée à long terme du nombre de membres de
l’ICU dépend de la mesure dans laquelle nous sommes capables de satisfaire les besoins des
étudiants en urbanisme, de façon à inciter un grand nombre d’entre eux à se joindre à l’ICU et
aux organismes affiliés d’abord comme étudiants, puis comme membres provisoires après la fin
de leurs études. Selon les échanges avec les organismes affiliés, on estime que dans l’ensemble,
seulement la moitié des étudiants des écoles d’urbanisme adhèrent à une association professionnelle
pendant leurs études. Cette proportion se maintient plus ou moins jusqu’à la fin des études et
l’entrée dans la profession. Pour maintenir à long terme un nombre suffisant de membres, l’ICU
et les organismes affiliés doivent privilégier le recrutement des étudiants en urbanisme. De surcroît,
il est plus efficace, tant du point de vue du coût que du temps exigé, de recruter les étudiants
en urbanisme plutôt que les urbanistes actifs qui sont en milieu de carrière. L’ICU et les
organismes affiliés mettent en œuvre des mesures pour augmenter la participation et l’adhésion
des étudiants. Pouvons-nous mieux faire? Pouvons-nous faire autre chose pour desservir les
étudiants? Tant que nous n’approchons pas d’une pleine adhésion des étudiants, la réponse à ces
questions doit être oui.

J’ai eu le plaisir d’assister à la conférence de l’Association canadienne des étudiants en aménagement
et en urbanisme (ACEAU) à Saskatoon à la fin de janvier 2004.Tenue par les étudiants en
urbanisme de l’Université de la Saskatchewan, la conférence a attiré environ 70 participants des
écoles d’urbanisme des universités Queens,York,Waterloo,Windsor, McGill, Nova Scotia College
of Art and Design et Dalhousie et des universités de la Colombie-Britannique, du Nord de la
Colombie-Britannique, de Calgary, de la Saskatchewan, du Manitoba et de Toronto. La majorité
des participants étaient des membres étudiants d’une association professionnelle. J’ai assisté aux
exposés donnés par les étudiants et ai été impressionné par la diversité des sujets abordés, la
qualité professionnelle des présentations en PowerPoint et les capacités de communication et
d’expression publique des étudiants. J’ai eu l’occasion de parler de l’ICU, de la profession
d’urbaniste et des adhésions pour les étudiants. Lors de cette présentation et de la séance de
groupe qui l’a suivie, ainsi que des entretiens particuliers que j’ai eus pendant la conférence, j’ai
demandé aux étudiants des suggestions sur ce que la profession (c.-à-d. l’ICU, les organismes
affiliés et les écoles d’urbanisme) peut faire pour mieux servir leurs besoins et ainsi augmenter
le nombre d’adhérents parmi leurs rangs. Ils ont offert les suggestions suivantes (non classées en
ordre de priorité) :

• élaborer un programme formel de mentorat dans le cadre duquel les étudiants sont jumelés
avec un professionnel en activité, dans le secteur public ou privé, pendant un trimestre scolaire;

• élaborer un programme formel de stages pour faciliter le placement en emploi d’été des
étudiants entre la première et la deuxième année du programme de maîtrise et la troisième
et quatrième année du programme de baccalauréat;

• annoncer les stages offerts dans le cadre du programme international Liens mondiaux au site
Web de l’ICU et à ceux des organismes affiliés;

• créer un programme officiel de « rencontre des professionnels » dans le cadre des journées
étudiantes de l’ICU et des organismes affiliés pour présenter les étudiants à des professionnels
en pratique dans les secteurs privé et public;

LE MOT DU PRÉSIDENT

Aidez les étudiants, c’est  
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• dès la première journée des cours et après, demander aux écoles d’urbanisme d’encourager
fortement les étudiants à adhérer à une association professionnelle;

• au début du premier semestre, demander aux écoles d’urbanisme, avec l’aide de la profession,
de distribuer une « trousse d’outils » qui explique les avantages de l’adhésion aux nouveaux
étudiants en urbanisme;

•  demander à des représentants de l’ICU et des organismes affiliés de se rendre régulièrement
dans les écoles d’urbanisme pour présenter la profession et parler de l’exercice de l’urbanisme;

• organiser une série de conférences régulières données par des anciens et où des diplômés du
programme d’urbanisme de l’école hôte parlent de leur travail aux étudiants;

• tenir des « foires aux emplois » pour présenter les étudiants qui terminent leurs études à
d’éventuels employeurs des secteurs privé et public;

• élaborer des documents de marketing ciblé pour les étudiants étrangers sur les avantages de
l’adhésion à une association professionnelle et, en particulier, de l’adhésion à part entière quand
ils regagnent leur pays d’origine;

• créer un babillard national pour les étudiants au site Web de l’ACEAU;

• encourager le dialogue sur l’urbanisme et la profession d’urbaniste;

• demander aux écoles d’urbanisme de collecter les frais d’adhésion des étudiants dans le
cadre de la démarche d’inscription au programme d’études;

• dans la mesure où les frais d’adhésion pour les étudiants varient de 14 à 75,52 dollars selon
les organismes affiliés, normaliser ces frais à l’échelle nationale;

• vu le nombre de programmes d’urbanisme reconnus dans ces provinces, demander à l’OPPI
et à l’OUQ d’augmenter le nombre de représentants étudiants au sein de leurs conseils.

Quelques-unes de ces suggestions exigeraient manifestement une évolution du paradigme et des
changements systémiques. D’autres sont plus pratiques dans le contexte actuel. Dans certains
cas, ces suggestions ont déjà eu des suites, officielles ou officieuses, au niveau des organismes
affiliés. Le thème dominant est la communication : nous devons continuer de nous efforcer à
communiquer avec les étudiants en urbanisme.

Si les étudiants qui ont assisté à la conférence de l’ACEAU sont une indication de l’avenir, celui
de la profession d’urbaniste s’annonce des plus prometteurs. Les étudiants sont passionnés par
l’urbanisme et veulent faire partie de la profession. Ils veulent entrer dans la pratique du métier
et devenir de meilleurs professionnels et ils ont besoin de notre aide à cet égard. Ils ont besoin
de nous et nous avons besoin d’eux—c’est le scénario « gagnant-gagnant » classique. Certaines
suggestions supposent une intervention de l’ICU. J’ai l’intention de travailler avec Mark TeKamp,
notre représentant étudiant, et David Brown, notre représentant de l’ACEAU, pour faire en
sorte que les étudiants en urbanisme soient une priorité pour l’ICU. À mon avis, la profession
comprend maintenant que les étudiants sont son avenir. Il est temps de reconnaître
concrètement cette réalité. �

Ron Shishido, MICU, RPP
Président de l’ICU

 s’aider nous-mêmes
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“Moving Minds, Our Urban
Challenge”: 2004 Conference

Program Highlights
The theme of the 2004 CIP/OPPI conference is “Moving Minds:

Our Urban Challenge.”The conference will be held at the
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel from July 11 to 14, 2004.

The conference theme is a reflection upon growing urbanization in
Canada.With four out of five Canadians now living in urban centres,
national attention has shifted to the state of Canada’s cities, the
challenges facing urban regions, and what roles each respective level
of government should play in their future growth and development as
Canada’s economic engines. Recognizing that the status quo will not
maintain the livability, creativity and economic wealth of cities, new
ideas and solutions are being sought and advanced through sessions
organized under four subthemes: Moving Obstacles, Moving Ideas,
Moving Together and Moving Forward.

This year’s conference will also offer more mobile workshops than
ever before, including the following:
• Challenges of Three Waterfront Parks—Examine three different

waterfront settings with unique environmental, social and financial
challenges.

• Sustaining the Moraine—Visit some of the primary uses and landscapes
of the Oak Ridges Moraine and gain a perspective on its significance
as a source of water and wildlife habitat, and of aggregate and
urban development land.

• Ecological Restoration—Tour a number of innovative sites including
the Humber Bay Butterfly Habitat and the Don Valley Brick Works
and understand the partnerships behind the projects’ implementation
and stewardship.

• Regent Park—Learn how Canada’s oldest and largest public housing
project is being transformed and integrated with the surrounding
city as an environmentally sustainable neighbourhood.

• Walking Tour of Oak Park Neighbourhood—The development of Oak
Park represents a classic example of how obstacles and roadblocks
can be successfully overcome through a variety of cooperative
partnerships created through interdisciplinary and multiparty
working relationships.

Of course, social events will also be an important part of the conference,
including the Opening Reception in the historic Distillery District, a
golf tournament at the esteemed Royal Woodbine Golf Club, the
annual Awards Gala, and a number of alumni receptions where you
will be able to reaffirm old connections and make new acquaintances.

For more information about the 2004 conference program, registration
and accommodations, visit CIP’s Web site at www.cip-icu.ca/english/
conference/conf2004.htm. Be sure to bookmark the conference Web
page to stay current as further information and updates on sessions
and keynote speakers are finalized and posted. The Toronto conference
promises to be exciting. Make sure that you are part of the action.

« Remue-méninges : la conquête
des villes » : programme du

Congrès de 2004
« Remue-méninges : la conquête des villes » : tel est le thème du

Congrès de 2004 de l’ICU/OPPI qui se tiendra du 11 au 14 juillet
2004 au Centre Sheraton de Toronto.

Ce thème renvoie à l’urbanisation croissante qui se manifeste au
Canada.Alors que quatre Canadiens sur cinq vivent aujourd’hui dans
un centre urbain, l’intérêt national se porte sur l’état des villes
canadiennes, les défis que doivent relever les régions urbaines et le
rôle respectif des divers échelons de gouvernement dans la croissance
et le développement futurs du Canada, à titre de moteurs de l’économie.
Reconnaissant que le statu quo n’entretiendra pas la convivialité, la
créativité et la richesse économique de villes, on sollicite et avance
des nouvelles idées et solutions dans le cadre d’ateliers divisés selon
quatre sous-thèmes : l’élimination des obstacles, des idées nouvelles,
un mouvement d’ensemble et un pas en avant.

Le programme de cette année prévoit aussi plus d’ateliers mobiles
que jamais auparavant, dont les suivants :
• Les défis dans trois parcs sur les berges—cet atelier examine les défis

environnementaux, sociaux et financiers uniques qui se posent
dans trois cadres riverains différents;

• Soutenir la Moraine—cet atelier fait le tour de certains des principaux
usages et paysages de la moraine Oak Ridges et donne un aperçu
de son importance comme source d’eau et d’habitats fauniques
ainsi que des terrains de développement intégré et urbain;

• Revitalisation écologique—cet atelier prévoit la visite de sites
innovateurs, dont l’habitat de papillons de Humber Bay et la Don
Valley Brick Works et rend compte des partenariats qui sous-tendent
la mise en œuvre et l’intendance de ces projets;

• Parc Regent—cet atelier fait découvrir comment le plus ancien et
le plus grand des projets de logement public du Canada est en
voie d’être transformé et intégré à la ville environnante à titre de
quartier durable sur le plan environnemental;

• Randonnée pédestre dans le quartier de Oak Park—le développement
du quartier de Oak Park constitue un exemple classique de la
façon dont obstacles et écueils peuvent être surmontés par divers
partenariats coopératifs nés des rapports de travail tissés entre
diverses disciplines et parties.

Bien entendu, le programme prévoit aussi des activités sociales, dont
l’ouverture officielle du Congrès dans le quartier historique de la
distillerie, un tournoi de golf au distingué club Royal Woodbine, le gala
annuel de remise des prix et diverses réceptions pour les anciens où
vous pourrez renouer des vieilles connaissances et forger des amitiés
nouvelles.

Pour plus d’information sur le programme du Congrès de 2004 et les
modalités d’inscription et d’hébergement, voir le site Web de l’ICU à
l’adresse www.cip-icu.ca/French/conference/conf2004.htm. N’oubliez
pas d’ajouter ce signet à vos favoris pour ne rien manquer des mises
à jour au programme et des détails à venir sur les ateliers et les
conférenciers principaux. Le Congrès de Toronto s’annonce des plus
excitants. Ne manquez pas d’y être.

CIP NEWS / ÉCHOS DE L’ICU
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SUPPORT THE CIP STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND

Looking for tax relief? Tax receipts are
issued for contributions of $25 or more
to the CIP Student Scholarship Trust Fund.

Your contribution can make a difference.
Each year, the CIP President's Scholarship
($4,000) is awarded for the most
outstanding research submission, and
three Past President Scholarships
($2,000 each) are awarded to the next
three best research submissions.With
your support, the Trust Fund can help
other deserving students meet the high
cost of their education.

Cheques can be made out to the CIP
Student Trust Fund, and sent to the
national office at 116 Albert Street,
Suite 801, Ottawa, ON, K1P 5G3. For
more information, please visit www.cip-
icu.ca/English/academic/trust.htm, or
contact Kimberly McCarthy-Kearney at:
mccarthykk@cip-icu.ca

APPUYEZ LE FONDS DES
BOURSES D’ÉTUDES DE L’ICU 

À la recherche d’un abri fiscal? Un reçu
d’impôt est fourni pour toute contribution
de 25 dollars ou plus au fonds des bourses
d’études de l’ICU.

Votre contribution fait une différence.
Chaque année, la Bourse du président
de l’ICU (4 000 dollars) est décernée au
projet de recherche le plus exceptionnel

et trois bourses d’ex-président (de 2 000
dollars chacune) sont octroyées aux trois
autres finalistes.Avec votre aide, le fonds
sera en mesure d’aider d’autres étudiants
qui le méritent à défrayer leurs frais de
scolarité.

Les chèques libellés au Fonds des bourses
d’études de l’ICU peuvent être envoyés
au siège social de l’ICU, 116, rue Albert,
Bureau 801, Ottawa, ON, K1P 5G3.
Pour plus d’information, visitez le site Web
www.cip-icu.ca/French/academic/trust.htm
ou contactez Kimberly McCarthy-Kearney
(mccarthykk@cip-icu.ca).

Need help in your planning office this
summer? Post student summer
employment opportunities free of
charge on the CIP Web site; or check
the listing of posted student résumés to
fill a vacant summer position.To post an
opportunity, please send relevant details
in MS Word format, or as a PDF file, to
Kimberly McCarthy-Kearney at:
mccarthykk@cip-icu.ca

Student résumés posted on the Web site
can be viewed at: www.cip-icu.ca/English/
academic/stu_job.htm

Vous avez besoin d’un coup de main à
votre bureau d’urbanisme cet été?
Affichez gratuitement vos offres

d’emplois étudiants au site Web de l’ICU
ou parcourez les résumés des étudiants
pour combler un poste vacant. Pour
afficher une offre d’emploi, veuillez
transmettre les détails par courriel,
en format MS Word ou PDF, à 
Kimberly McCarthy-Kearney
(mccarthykk@cip-icu.ca).

Les résumés des étudiants affichés au site
Web se trouvent à l’adresse : www.cip-
icu.ca/French/academic/stu_job.htm

ScenarioPlus, Your
Planning E-Newsletter
Looking for a quick read that can help you
in your planning practice? ScenarioPlus,
a monthly e-mail newsletter originally
launched by the Association of Professional
Community Planners of Saskatchewan
(APCPS) in January 1999, is now
distributed free of charge through the
cooperative efforts of APCPS and CIP.
The newsletter has attracted a readership
of some 500 subscribers, mainly
professional planners from across Canada
and abroad.

ScenarioPlus facilitates a rapid exchange
of ideas and information related to
planning work and the work of various
agencies involved in municipal development
and management.The newsletter relies
upon unsolicited submissions from
readers. In addition, it accepts case study
abstracts on work done by readers and

CIP has recently signed an agreement with The Personal
Insurance Company, Canada's third largest group insurer, to
offer a home and automobile group insurance program to its
members across Canada.This partnership means that you
could save money on your home and car insurance through
the combined group buying power of CIP
members. It is just another benefit of being
a member of the Institute.

Members interested in obtaining further information or receiving
a “no-obligation” quote should contact The Personal directly at
1-888-597-3673.You may also obtain additional information
regarding The Personal's home and automobile insurance
products by visiting its Web site at: www.thepersonal.com
(CIP’s automobile insurance affinity program is not available in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan or British Columbia because of
government-run plans.)

L’ICU a récemment signé une entente avec La Personnelle,
la troisième plus grande société d’assurance groupe du Canada,
afin d’offrir à tous ses membres un programme d’assurance
groupe maison et automobile. Pour vous, ce partenariat signifie
des économies possibles sur vos coûts d’assurance maison et
automobile grâce au pouvoir d’achat collectif
du groupe que forment les membres de
l’ICU. Il ne s’agit que d’un avantage de plus
de l’adhésion à l’Institut.

Les membres qui souhaitent obtenir plus d’information ou un
devis « sans obligation » peuvent téléphoner directement à 
La Personnelle, au 1 888 597-3673.Vous trouverez aussi des
précisions sur les produits d’assurance maison et automobile
offerts par La Personnelle à son site Web : www.thepersonal.com
(Le programme d’assurance de l’ICU n’est pas offert au Manitoba,
en Saskatchewan ou en Colombie-Britannique, où des
programmes administrés par le gouvernement sont en place.)

Home and Automobile 
Group Insurance Program Assurance groupe auto et maison 

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOIS D’ÉTÉ
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provides an "SOS" service through which
planners can seek information and contacts
on specific topics. It is contemporary, its
articles are concise, and it is a source of
information and ideas to which all planners
should have access.

APCPS volunteers generate the editorial
content based on submissions they
receive. CIP's national office handles the
design and distribution of the newsletter
and its posting on the Internet, and the
coordination of job advertisements.
Back issues of ScenarioPlus are posted
on the APCPS Web site at:
www.apcps.ca/Scenario.htm 

Subscribing is as simple as sending an 
e-mail message to scenarioplus@cip-
icu.ca, with the word SUBSCRIBE SP in
the subject line.The body of the e-mail
should include your province or state of
residence.Your e-mail address will be
strictly protected and will not be
transferred or sold to any third parties.

Job advertisements can be published in
ScenarioPlus for a cost of $50. For
more information on this and other job
advertising options available through
CIP, please visit our Employment
Opportunities Web page at: www.cip-
icu.ca/English/members/employment.htm 

Inquiries and submissions to ScenarioPlus
should be directed to the co-editors,
Kelley Moore at:
kelley.moore@city.saskatoon.sk.ca, or
Blaire Prima at:
blaire.prima@city.saskatoon.sk.ca

ScénarioPlus, votre
bulletin électronique
sur l’urbanisme
En quête d’une lecture rapide pour 
vous aider à pratiquer votre métier?
ScénarioPlus est un bulletin mensuel
diffusé par courrier électronique qui a
été lancé en janvier 1999 par l’Association
of Professional Community Planners 
de la Saskatchewan (APCPS) et qui
maintenant, grâce aux efforts concertés
de l’APCPS et de l’ICU, est distribué
gratuitement. Ce bulletin rejoint environ
500 abonnés, essentiellement des
urbanistes professionnels partout au
Canada et à l’étranger.

ScénarioPlus se prête à un échange
rapide d’idées et d’information entre 
les urbanistes et d’autres professions 
et organismes qui interviennent en
développement et en gestion municipale.
Le contenu relève des lecteurs, en
fonction des articles qu’ils soumettent
volontairement. Le bulletin publie aussi
des résumés de travaux récents effectués
par ses lecteurs en plus de fournir un
service d’aide aux urbanistes en quête
d’information et de personnes-ressources
concernant des sujets précis. Le bulletin
est contemporain, les articles sont concis
et il est une source d’information et
d’idées dont tous les urbanistes devraient
pouvoir se prévaloir.

Le contenu rédactionnel est du ressort
des bénévoles de l’APCPS, en fonction
des articles qu’ils reçoivent, tandis que le
siège social de l’ICU veille à la conception
et à la distribution de ScénarioPlus,
assure sa présence sur Internet et
coordonne l’annonce des emplois vacants.
Les numéros passés du bulletin sont
affichés au site Web de l’APCPS, à
l’adresse : www.apcps.ca/Scenario.htm

Pour s’abonner, il suffit d’envoyer un
courriel à l’adresse scenarioplus@cip-
icu.ca avec la mention ABONNEMENT SP
à la ligne objet. Dans le corps du message,
il faut préciser la province ou l’état de
résidence. Les adresses électroniques
sont rigoureusement protégées et ne
sont ni cédées ni vendues à des tiers.

Il en coûte 50 dollars pour annoncer 
un emploi dans ScénarioPlus. Pour en
savoir plus sur ce service et les options
connexes, visitez les Services des offres
d’emploi de l’ICU à l’adresse : www.cip-
icu.ca/French/members/employment.htm

Pour obtenir d’autres renseignements
ou transmettre des textes à ScénarioPlus,
s’adresser aux rédactrices :
Kelley Moore
(kelley.moore@city.saskatoon.sk.ca), ou
Blaire Prima
(blaire.prima@city.saskatoon.sk.ca).

Plan 2 Plan—CIP’s Student Forum
Plan 2 Plan is an informative monthly e-newsletter written
by planning students and distributed to students as a cost-
free way to share research and information. Plan 2 Plan
gives planning students a forum for voicing their concerns
or interests, sharing research, and obtaining the latest
information on CIP programs and services for students.

Subscribing is as simple as sending an e-mail message to
plan2plan@cip-icu.ca (include the word SUBSCRIBE P2P in
the subject line).The body of the e-mail should include
your province or state of residence. E-mail addresses are
strictly protected and will not be transferred or sold to any
third parties. If you have something that you feel would be
of interest to fellow students, please send it via e-mail to
your CIP Student Representative, Mark TeKamp, at:
mtekamp@dal.ca

Plan 2 Plan—Forum étudiant de l’ICU
Plan 2 Plan est un bulletin d’information mensuel acheminé
par courriel qui est rédigé par des étudiants en urbanisme
et distribué aux étudiants à titre de moyen gratuit de partager
recherches et information. Plan 2 Plan donne aux étudiants
en urbanisme la possibilité d’exprimer leurs préoccupations
ou intérêts et d’obtenir les dernières nouvelles sur les
programmes et services que leur offre l’ICU.

Pour s’abonner, il suffit d’envoyer un courriel à l’adresse
plan2plan@cip-icu.ca (avec la mention ABONNEMENT
SUBSCRIBE P2P à la ligne objet). Dans le corps du message,
préciser la province ou l’état de résidence. Les adresses
électroniques sont rigoureusement protégées et ne sont ni
cédées ni vendues à des tiers. Si vous souhaitez contribuer
au contenu de Plan 2 Plan, veuillez communiquer par
courriel avec Mark TeKamp, représentant étudiant à l’ICU
(mtekamp@dal.ca).
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CIP Initiates
Three-Year
Community
Planning Project
in Trinidad 
CIP has undertaken a new three-year program aimed
at reducing poverty and improving the quality of life
in one or more pilot communities in East Port of
Spain,Trinidad.The program is fully funded by the
Canadian International Development Agency, which is
providing $300,000 over three years, supplemented
by “in-kind” contributions of volunteer and staff time
by CIP and its overseas partners.The project will
involve a combination of training, institutional
strengthening, community planning, and project
management and communications activities during 
36 months between 2003 and 2006.

Emphasis will be placed on enabling the coordinated
delivery of social development projects and services
by strengthening local planning processes and the
institutions that deliver them.Working collaboratively
with local planning professionals, educators, public
officials, residents and community groups, CIP
representatives will demonstrate the effectiveness 
of inclusive, integrated community planning and
development processes. Local project partners
include the Town and Country Planning Division,
Ministry of Planning and Development, Government
of Trinidad and Tobago; the City Corporation of the
Port of Spain; and the Trinidad and Tobago Society 
of Planners.

Further information on the program can be found in
the “International” section of the CIP Web site at:
www.cip-icu.ca

L’ICU amorce 
un projet de
planification
communautaire
de trois ans 
en Trinité
L’ICU a entrepris un programme de trois ans qui
vise à lutter contre la pauvreté et à améliorer la
qualité de vie dans l’une ou plusieurs collectivités
pilotes dans le secteur est de Port d’Espagne, en
Trinité. Le programme est entièrement financé par
l’Agence canadienne de développement
international, à raison de 300 000 dollars sur trois
ans, montant qui est complété par les heures
contribuées « en nature » par des bénévoles et
employés de l’ICU et de partenaires étrangers. Le
projet combine formation, renforcement des
capacités institutionnelles, planification
communautaire, gestion de projet et activités de
communication, le tout échelonné sur 36 mois, de
2003 à 2006.

L’accent est mis sur la prestation coordonnée de
projets et de services de développement social,
passant par des démarches de planification locale
et les institutions qui les dispensent. En
collaborant avec les urbanistes locaux, les
enseignants, les fonctionnaires, les résidents et les
groupes communautaires, les représentants de
l’ICU comptent démontrer l’efficacité de
démarches de planification communautaire et de
développement intégrées et inclusives. La Town
and Country Planning Division, le ministère de
l’Urbanisme et du Développement, le
gouvernement de Trinité-et-Tobago, la Société
municipale de Port d’Espagne et la Trinidad and
Tobago Society of Planners comptent parmi les
partenaires sur place.

Pour plus d’information sur ce programme, voir la
rubrique « Programmes internationaux » au site
Web de l’ICU : www.cip-icu.ca �
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Rima Ammouri OPPI
R. Michael Anderson PIBC
Jennifer Ball OPPI
Francesca Berardi OPPI
Dennis V. Berry AACIP
Ross Blackwell PIBC
Allan Bronsro PIBC
Julie A. Bryant OPPI
Robert Buckle AACIP
John Buonvivere OPPI
Lindsay D. Chase PIBC
Colin Chung OPPI
Jamie Cook OPPI
Bill Corsan PIBC
Noreen Dunphy OPPI
Matthew Ferguson OPPI
Eric Fiss PIBC
Lee-Ann G. Garnett PIBC
James Goodram OPPI
Anne Guiot OPPI
J. Quentin W. Hanchard OPPI
Thom D. Hunt OPPI
Ohi Izirein OPPI
Kenneth R. Johnson AACIP
Melissa Jort OPPI
Merwan R. Kalyaniwalla OPPI
Scott M. Kapuscinski OPPI
Dennis Kar OPPI
James T. Kyle OPPI
Robert Lipka OPPI
Grace I. Lopushinsky AACIP
Sylvain Losier OPPI
Christopher M. Madej OPPI
Brian J. McHattie OPPI
Nancy McLean OPPI
Elaine Miller OPPI
Peter Ohm AACIP
Kevin Pearson PIBC
Hans Penner PIBC
Mark Penney OPPI
Ray Poitras OPPI
Nick Poulos OPPI
C. Jane Purvis AACIP
Tahira Qamar OPPI
Mark Siegel OPPI
Bruce Simard PIBC
John Simpson AACIP
Brandon Sloan OPPI
Geoffrey D. Smith OPPI
T. Michael Sone OPPI
Jason R.Thompson OPPI

Michael Tocher OPPI
Thomas Viesner PIBC
Shayne A.Vipond API
Peter White OPPI
Karen Wianecki OPPI
Gary Wilkins OPPI
Christopher Wilkinson OPPI
Allison R.Williams AACIP

Provisional Members
Nouveaux membres provisoires

Daniel Adamson PIBC
Pamela L.Anderson OPPI
Elisabeth Arnold OPPI
Abdul Bajwa INTL
Ana-Karla Barboza OPPI
Noel Bates OPPI
Girard Beaudoin OPPI
Gregory Bender OPPI
Curtis Benson OPPI
David Block AACIP
Angelique Boire APCPS
Heather P.A. Boles OPPI
Anna Brassard AACIP
Douglas Bridgewater OPPI
Tim Cane OPPI
Maya Caron OPPI
Brian Casagrande OPPI
Venus Wai-Sum Chan PIBC
David Cooper OPPI
Julie Courchesne OUQ
Claire Dodds-Weir OPPI
Kevin Eng PIBC
Derek D. Eno PIBC
Christi Fidek APCPS
Sharon Fletcher PIBC
Karen Gaasenbeek OPPI
Anne Gariscsak OPPI
Jeffrey Gogol PIBC
Nikolaos Gougoulias OPPI
Kerri-Lyn Hanson MPPI
Sarah Hardie OPPI
Andrew Douglas Harper OPPI
Christopher Heike OPPI
David Hendrickson PIBC
Karly Henney PIBC
Karen Higgins PIBC
Ron Hintsche PIBC
Christian P. Huggett OPPI
Brian Jardine OPPI

Rebecca Jerram AACIP
Ryan Peter Johnson AACIP
Zaheer Abbas Karim OPPI
Kristy A. LeBaron MPPI
Daniel Leckie AACIP
Linda Lum OPPI
Christine Lyons OPPI
Campbell Mackenzie AACIP
Matthew MacNeil AACIP
Karen McGhee OPPI
Jason Mercer OPPI
Rick Michalenko AACIP
Lindsey Mittelsteadt AACIP
Kristie Morrison INTL
Amanda L.S. Mulkins OPPI
Joseph Muller OPPI
C.J. Mwimba INTL
Karen Nasmith OPPI
Gary Noble PIBC
Heather Oland PIBC
Nick Pileggi OPPI
Bradley Post OPPI
Jamie Robinson OPPI
Kenneth Rogers AACIP
Margaret Rudolph OPPI
Neal Sarnecki AACIP
Becky Schlenvogt OPPI
Wajeeha Shahrukh OPPI
Matthew Shillito PIBC
James Smerdon PIBC
Susan Smith OPPI
Shannon Smith OPPI
Michael Smith OPPI
Malcolm Smith PIBC
Barbara Snyder PIBC
Sara Stevens PIBC
Paula Strachan OPPI
Christopher Straka OPPI
Lenore Swystun APCPS
Anne M.Taylor OPPI
Eldon C.Theodore OPPI
Cathy Van Poorten PIBC
Jordan Vince AACIP
Randolph Wang OPPI
Pamela Whyte OPPI
Jonathan Whyte OPPI
Bradley Wiebe AACIP
Nelson L.Wight PIBC
Cheryl Wirsz PIBC
Marie Worobec OPPI
Joyce Yeh OPPI

New Members
CIP welcomes the following new full and provisional
members to the Institute:

Nouveaux membres
L’ICU souhaite la bienvenue au sein de l’Institut aux 
nouveaux membres à part entière et provisoires suivants :

Full Members
Nouveaux membres à part entière
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Editorial Submissions to 
Plan Canada

Plan Canada welcomes material of interest to
its readership. Submit proposals, outlines, or
drafts of articles to Plan Canada, by email to:

jill.grant@dal.ca

Contributors who want their material
refereed should send five hard copies to:

Jill Grant, MCIP
Chair, Plan Canada Editorial Board

School of Planning
Dalhousie University

Sexton Campus, Box 1000
Halifax N.S. B3J 2X4

Submissions may not exceed 2000 words;
shorter pieces are preferred.

For more detailed information, see the
submission guidelines for contributors on 

the CIP web site at:
www.cip-icu.ca/English/plancanada/writers.htm#1

Soumissons d’articles pour 
Plan Canada

Plan Canada souhaite recevoir tout article
pouvant intéresser ses lecteurs. Soumettez-nous

vos propositions, résumés ou brouillons
d’articles par courriel à :

jill.grant@dal.ca

Les auteurs qui désirent soumettre leur article
à des arbitres doivent envoyer 

cinq copies papier à :
Jill Grant, MICU

Chair, Plan Canada Editorial Board
School of Planning

Dalhousie University
Sexton Campus, Box 1000

Halifax N.S. B3J 2X4

Les articles ne devraient pas dépasser 
2 000 mots, les articles plus courts 

sont préférables.
Pour plus de détails, consultez le guide de

soumission des articles sur le site de l’ICU à :
www.cip-icu.ca/French/plancanada/writers.htm#1

In order for you, as a member, to
express your thoughts on the content
of Plan Canada, we are dedicating this
area to members’ letters and opinions.
We welcome all members’ involvement.
Please address your letters to:
garneau@vl.videotron.ca or the senior
editor of the specific issue.
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This is my farewell issue as a senior editor of Plan Canada.After
more than five years, it is time for me to move on to other

adventures. It has been a great honour to serve on the Editorial Board
as well as a joy, a perpetual learning experience and a great deal of
hard work.

During my time, and largely owing to the tireless and highly professional
efforts of Board Chair Jill Grant, I believe the magazine has improved
considerably.We now have dozens of unsolicited submissions, willing
advertisers and lively debate. People are reading the magazine. My
editorial approach has focused on achieving geographic balance, seeking
articles from across the country and abroad, and a balance between
town and gown. It is vital in a professional magazine to have articles
explaining the results of research and academic speculation alongside
features written by professionals about rubber-hitting-road issues of
practice. In this issue, virtually all of the articles are about practice. In
the issues that I edited on multicultural planning (August 2000),
Canadian planners abroad (June 2001), ethics and values (June 2002)

and heritage planning (June 2003), practice articles
outnumbered research and academic offerings by
about two to one.

This issue is one of general interest rather than one
with a specific focus.Typically, there are pieces from
Nova Scotia and British Columbia and many points
in-between. Some deal with economic evaluation 
(Jeff Greene and Kent Munro). Others are primarily
technical, considering hazards (John Newton), tree
cutting (Stan Kochanoff) and stormwater management
(Geoff Gilliard). Policy matters are featured in the
articles by Don McLean and Bob Korol, Grant Moore,

and Susan Haid and Barry Smith. Marni Cappe, reporting on parking
innovations in London, England, gives the issue an international
flavour, while heritage, one of my favourite topics, is tackled by Alex
Taranu.An interesting book review and the regular columns round
out this perceptive snapshot of current planning concerns.

I encourage anyone concerned with ideas to volunteer and serve on
the Editorial Board. Get involved. Planning, by its nature, is a profession
and discipline of ideas as well as action. Participating in the production
of Plan Canada provides one with the opportunity to influence and
shape those ideas. In the pages of this magazine I have been an
unashamed advocate of certain principles and notions that I think are
important.At the same time, I have published articles with which I did
not agree, because they expressed points of view that have a legitimate
place in our professional debate.

Finally, I would like to thank OPPI for appointing me as the Ontario
representative to the Editorial Board, CIP for giving me the opportunity
to serve, and all my colleagues, authors, production staff and others
with whom it has been a privilege to work.

Robert J.M. Shipley, PhD, MCIP, RPP, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario.

Ce numéro de Plan Canada marque l’achèvement de mes fonctions de
rédacteur principal.Après plus de cinq ans, il est temps pour moi de

partir en quête de nouvelles aventures. Il m’a fait grand honneur et plaisir
d’être membre du Comité de rédaction; ce fut une expérience d’apprentissage
constant doublée de beaucoup de travail acharné.

Pendant mon mandat, et principalement à cause des efforts soutenus et
très professionnels de Jill Grant, présidente du Comité de rédaction, je
pense que Plan Canada s’est beaucoup amélioré. Nous recevons maintenant
des douzaines de propositions non sollicitées et maintes publicités et
suscitons un débat dynamique. Les gens lisent Plan Canada. En tant que
rédacteur principal, j’ai tenté d’équilibrer la couverture géographique en
sollicitant des articles de toutes les régions du Canada et de l’étranger et
de faire la part entre le contenu professionnel et universitaire. Il est
indispensable pour une revue professionnelle de présenter des articles
qui expliquent les issues de la recherche et de la réflexion du milieu
universitaire, mais qui contient aussi des articles rédigés par des
professionnels et consacrés aux aspects concrets de la pratique.
Pratiquement tous les articles du présent numéro abordent la pratique.
Dans les autres numéros dont j’ai été le rédacteur principal, soit ceux sur
l’urbanisme multiculturel (août 2000), les urbanistes canadiens à l’étranger
(juin 2001), la déontologie et les valeurs (juin 2002) et l’urbanisme
patrimonial (juin 2003), le nombre d’articles consacrés à la pratique
professionnelle dépassait, dans une proportion d’environ deux pour un,
ceux issus du milieu universitaire et de la recherche.

Le présent numéro se veut d’intérêt général plutôt que consacré à un
sujet précis. Comme d’habitude, des articles proviennent de la Nouvelle-
Écosse, de la Colombie-Britannique et de maints endroits entre. Certains
traitent de l’évaluation économique (Jeff Greene et Kent Munro) tandis
que d’autres sont à tangente technique, portant sur les dangers (John
Newton), l’abattage d’arbres (Stan Kochanoff) et la gestion des eaux
pluviales (Geoff Gilliard). Les questions de politique sont le propos des
articles rédigés par Don McLean et Bob Korol, Grant Moore, et Susan
Haid et Barry Smith. Marni Cappe, qui rend compte des innovations en
matière de stationnement à Londres (Angleterre), donne un ton
international à ce numéro tandis que la question du patrimoine, une 
de mes préférées, est abordée par Alex Taranu. Une critique de livre
intéressante et les chroniques régulières complètent ce regard perspicace
sur les préoccupations actuelles en urbanisme.

J’encourage quiconque a des idées à se porter volontaire et à se joindre
au Comité de rédaction.Agissez. L’urbanisme, par sa nature, est une
profession et une discipline d’idées, mais aussi d’action. La participation à
la production de Plan Canada procure une occasion d’influencer et de
modeler ces idées. Dans les pages de cette revue, j’ai osé préconiser des
principes et des notions que je considère importants. Parallèlement, j’ai
publié des articles avec lesquels je n’étais pas d’accord, mais qui avaient
une place légitime dans le débat professionnel.

Enfin, je veux remercier l’OPPI de m’avoir nommé représentant de l’Ontario
au sein du Comité de rédaction, l’ICU de m’avoir donné l’occasion de
servir et tous mes collègues, les auteurs, l’équipe de production et tous
les intervenants avec lesquels j’ai eu le privilège de travailler. �

Robert J.M. Shipley, PhD, MCIP, RPP, Université de Waterloo,
Waterloo (Ontario).

Robert J.M. Shipley, MCIP

FROM THE SENIOR EDITOR
LE MOT DU RÉDACTEUR PRINCIPAL
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The Corporation of the City of Airdrie
is located four miles north of Calgary,

Alberta. Like many communities,Airdrie
began alongside the railroad and was an
agricultural service community for the
surrounding area.

Airdrie has grown in population at an
annual rate of five percent.A city of less
than 2,000 in the mid 1970s, it grew to
over 23,000 by 2001. From 1996 to 2001,
Airdrie was the fastest growing city in
Alberta and the fourth fastest growing
centre in Canada.The 2002 and 2003
Airdrie Municipal Census’s indicated
that population growth has increased by
eight percent in each of those years.

Because of its proximity to Calgary,
Airdrie is at risk of becoming a satellite
community and losing its identity.This is
not acceptable to residents and local
decision makers.The desire is strong for
Airdrie to strive to achieve balanced
growth by offering a full range of
community services and commercial
development opportunities to its residents
and businesses. Of particular concern in

this balancing process is the need to
maintain an adequate supply of residential
and non-residential lands to accommodate
short- and long-term growth.

Rapid growth in the residential sector is
causing concomitant growth in public
expenditures related to increased
demands on infrastructure, community
facilities and public services.With
growth come increased expectations
from an increasingly diverse host of
stakeholder groups.The challenge for
the City of Airdrie is to resist the threat
of becoming a bedroom community and
to plan for balanced growth.The City
also needs to be in a financial position
to collect sufficient revenues to pay for
municipal capital expenditures for new
infrastructure and community services.
Finding the means to support long-term
costs at a level of service that meets
the expectations of its residents and the
business community is the essence of
the challenge.

A predominantly residential community
built out at low density and serving a

commuter population traveling daily
into Calgary would be an incomplete
and ineffective community. Residential
growth in and of itself intuitively results
in a net drain on public finances.
Residential development needs to be
supported by offsetting revenue streams
from commercial and industrial land
uses.A balanced community will reduce
the impact of commuter traffic and
greenhouse gas emissions. Generating
sufficient revenues from residential and
non-residential land uses will enable the
City of Airdrie to support balanced
growth. Striving for community diversity
and a more efficient use of a limited
land base will also contribute to
community identity, a sense of community
and sufficient revenues to achieve a
financially sustainable community.

Airdrie Council and the City’s administra-
tion have determined a course that
considers the triple bottom line for
community development (triple bottom
line refers to achieving a balance between
a corporation’s social responsibility,
environmental stewardship and fiscal

THE BUSINESS OF LAND
USE PLANNING

By Jeff Greene

Summary
The capital costs of infrastructure, as well as the cost of maintenance and replacement costs, combined with a limited range of revenue

generating tools, is creating challenges for many communities. As all land use decisions made by a community ultimately create fiscal
outcomes it is critical for these decisions to consider the financial affects of development.The City of Airdrie, Alberta is one community that
has addressed the challenge by adopting "Fiscal Impact Modeling" as part of its land use decision process. Fiscal Impact Analysis is a Smart

Growth practice that allows communities to have a greater understanding of the net benefits or costs of development proposals.

Sommaire
Le coût en capital des infrastructures, ainsi que les coûts d’entretien et de remplacement, alliés à la gamme limitée des outils susceptibles
de rapporter des recettes, soulèvent des défis pour maintes collectivités. Dans la mesure où toutes les décisions touchant l’utilisation des

terres qui sont prises à l’échelon communautaire engendrent des issues fiscales, ces décisions doivent absolument tenir compte des
retombées financières du développement. La Ville d’Airdrie (Alberta) a fait face au problème en intégrant un modèle de l’incidence fiscale à
son processus décisionnel sur l’utilisation des terres. L’analyse de l’incidence fiscale est une pratique de croissance intelligente qui permet

aux collectivités de mieux saisir les avantages nets ou les coûts des propositions de mise en valeur.
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realities).The City is on a path to financial
sustainability to ensure that sufficient
revenues are available to deliver the full
range of community services and to
become a mature city at build-out.

Business Strategy
Airdrie is incorporating Fiscal Impact
Analysis (FIA) into its land use planning
and decision-making process.The City
recognizes that good fiscal planning is
required at the same time that land use
plans are prepared or being evaluated.
All municipal revenues and expenditures
result from the land use planning and
development processes. If land develop-
ment that results from implementation
of the City’s Municipal Development
Plan does not generate sufficient revenue
for short-term capital and ongoing
replacement, and for operating and
maintenance costs, the City will not be
financially sustainable.Also, if the City
does not generate sufficient revenues,
over the long term it will not be able to
maintain infrastructure and community
services at current levels or at levels
that are acceptable to the community.

Whole Communities
To preserve its sense of community, the
City must invest in new community
services and the staff and equipment
needed to maintain a high level of service.
These services would include parks,
trails, major recreation facilities, an
efficient network of roads, library, police,
fire protection and emergency services.

The challenge for any city is to determine
the right proportion of residential and
non-residential land use that would achieve
long-term financial sustainability. Is the
current mix of 71 percent residential,
29 percent commercial/industrial land
use adequate to sustain the municipality,
or should Airdrie strive for a mix of 65
to 35 percent or 60 to 40 percent
residential to commercial/industrial land
uses? The determination of what is
acceptable to achieve fiscal balance is
different for each municipality, because
each municipality has a different mix of
land uses and standards, and many
different variables in the calculation of
revenues and costs.

Fiscal Balance
The City of Airdrie has created a policy
environment that indicates that a
healthy community can best be achieved

through a balance between a variety of
residential housing alternatives, public
facilities and employment-generating
development. Historically, the City has
maintained a strong employment base
through large industrial operations in
industrial parks.As the growth of new
businesses slowed because of land
shortages, and relative to the demand
for residential development, City Council
identified the need to improve the
balance between these use types as an
urgent priority.

This resulted in a strong interest in FIA.
Traditionally, FIA has been used to
assess the impact of site-specific major
development projects or special studies
such as annexations or growth
management studies.Typically, individual
consultants specializing in cost benefit
analysis, which had a narrower focus, did
these analyses.The reality is that all
development applications create either a
positive or negative fiscal impact on the
community.Therefore, hiring consultants
to complete a large number of FIAs
each year would be cost prohibitive for
most municipalities.

To this end, the City of Airdrie introduced
the practice of undertaking in-house FIA
of proposed developments. By using a
fiscal impact model, the City was able to
highlight the fact that the level of services
delivered to residential communities

exceeded the revenues collected from
those developments. By comparison,
commercial/industrial developments
resulted in a net benefit to the City
from a financial perspective, as they
contributed more in revenues than they
cost the City.The balancing factor in
supporting growth is level of service
and type and amount of non-residential
development. In both cases, the level of
service provided to the community
reflects the demands and expectations
of residents and the business community.
As such, community values can contribute
to some of the fiscal challenges.The
fiscal model is useful as an education
tool and can highlight how changes to
level of service can affect a community’s
fiscal and social agenda.

Use of the fiscal impact model fits in with
the new interest in “Smart Growth”. It
allows municipalities to examine growth
scenarios and alternative ways of
increasing revenues and reducing costs
while trying to maintain acceptable
levels of service in their communities.
Having a tool that will assess and predict
as accurately as possible the implications
of Smart Growth initiatives is paramount
in the decision-making process.After a
corporate direction has been set, the
municipality will move toward achieving
the fiscal goals of Smart Growth by FIA
of land use policies. By completing FIAs
for development applications, the

GIS Visualization and data transfer
Plan by: Corush Wright
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municipality will have detailed and realistic
assessments of the proposed land use.

The City of Airdrie recently completed
several FIAs using an in-house model
provided by InfraCycle Software Ltd. of
Ottawa. Both high-level, community-
wide analysis and more detailed project-
specific analysis were completed using
the model.The in-house FIA empowers
municipal staff by providing them with
hands-on experience, an intimate
understanding of the impact of develop-
ments, and a knowledge of which
components of costs and revenues
contribute to a net positive or negative
benefit to the municipality.The information
is used to make adjustments to policy
plans and deficiencies in development
proposals; to assist the municipality in
policy decisions related to growth
management; and to assist the City in
negotiations with developers and adjacent
municipalities during the annexation
process.

The Fiscal Impact Model
The "cost of growth" is an issue that is
on the minds of the City’s administration,
its elected officials and the public. Cost
of growth is most often discussed in the
context of short-term capital costs, but
it should also be viewed in a broader
context and include short-term and all
long-term recurring costs. Recurring
costs include the replacement, operation
and maintenance of infrastructure and
community services.

Municipalities tend to require developers
to pay for the capital cost of growth or
to contribute some amount to the cost
of growth.Typically, developers build
infrastructures such as roads, sidewalks,
streetlights, traffic signals, pathways and,
sometimes, park facilities.At the end of
a warranty period, which is usually one
or two years, the developer transfers
ownership of the infrastructure to the
municipality. Municipalities may believe
that they have achieved a milestone by
requiring the developer to pay for all or
most of the capital cost; however, this
may lead to a false sense of security.
The municipality must still invest capital
to provide community services such as
libraries, police and fire protection,
emergency services, major recreation
facilities and waste management; and to
supply public works yards, municipal
vehicles and human resources.Although

developers may pay for short-term capital
items in a community, the perpetual cost
for replacement, operations and mainte-
nance may not be supported from
revenues that accrue for the land use that
the infrastructure is intended to serve.

The model used by the City of Airdrie
differs from other FIA models because
it is designed to specifically assess
municipality-wide and site-specific land
use plans. It also incorporates a “total
cost accounting approach”, which
includes hard infrastructure, community
services and administration.All short-
term and long-term costs needed to
support a development, land use plan or
community are evaluated.The costing
analysis is offset by an analysis of municipal
revenues from all sources that support
the community.The model can be linked
to geographic information systems for
efficient and accurate electronic transfer
of data.

How the Model Was Used by
the City of Airdrie
Analyses of several growth scenarios
were completed to determine the land
use mix that would attain higher revenues
for the City at build-out.The City of
Airdrie determined that it needed to
adjust its land use mix to move toward
achieving a proportion of 40 percent
non-residential to 60 percent residential.
The charts below illustrate the land use
mix at different stages of the analysis.

The City’s assessment split is currently
81 percent residential and 19 percent
non-residential; taxes have increased in
the past two years as this imbalance
widens.The initial assumption in
annexing additional land was that this

ratio could be achieved with the land
use mix proposed in a growth study
conducted in 2000.1 The FIA enabled
the municipality to evaluate alternatives
and fine tune the annexation proposal
to ensure that the City would reach its
goal of 40 percent revenues from non-
residential while maintaining its current
level of service and rate of property
assessment.As well as analyzing the
implications of annexations, the model
may be used for the following purposes:
• comparisons of alternative land use

scenarios with existing conditions;
• assessment of growth management

and revenue goals;
• strategic planning: cost and revenues

at build-out;
• lot levy studies;
• site-specific studies;

Bottom Line Summary Report

Calculating the break even Point and the Lag-Time
between Capital Costs and Revenues

Selective screen shots of Infracycle
Software used by the City.

Land Use and Development Potential Analysis

Residential – Commercial Land Use
Mix – City at Build-out

Residential – Non-residential Land Uses –
City After Annexation
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• redevelopment plans; and
• capital budgeting.

FIAs were also completed for several
project-specific area structure plans.
These plans were primarily residential
subdivisions supported by local retail
use.The current level of service and the
current revenue structure were used in
the analysis.The FIA found that over
time, there would be a shortfall in
revenues over costs. Since the FIA was
completed in-house, staff had intimate
knowledge of the details of the costs
and revenues and had an advantage when
negotiating changes with the developer.

Conclusions
Promoting a Smart Growth agenda
makes absolute sense.Whether we live
in a city, town or urban community, we
all contribute to the ultimate bottom

line of our communities.The planning
profession has led the charge on
promoting a Smart Growth agenda.While
decisions about revenue-generating
ability or inability continue to occur at
senior levels of government, local
municipalities cannot stand idly by.
We must adapt and learn to speak the
language of the decision makers who
ultimately render decisions on community
building efforts, be that a council,
developer or resident. Planners must
provide decision makers with the best
possible information.They must promote
practices in the use and disposition of
lands that meet communities’ fiscal
realities, but that also contribute to the
preservation of an increasingly diminished
land base, affected watersheds and
unique areas.Achieving fiscal balance
requires discipline and vision. �

Jeff Greene, MA,ACP, MCIP, is the Coordinator
of Planning and Development at the City of Airdrie,
Alberta.
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In the early 1990s, Hamilton, Ontario
(formerly the Region of Hamilton-

Wentworth), established the Task Force
on Sustainable Development and
developed Vision 20201 to guide the
municipal planning process.This attracted
international attention, and Hamilton
was acknowledged as one of the United
Nations Agenda 21 communities.
Unfortunately, these gains have been
whittling away, and Hamilton City Council
recently adopted a policy of “allocating
all available resources for economic
development.”

Created by former members of the 
Task Force, Citizens for a Sustainable
Community has continued to foster
awareness within the community of the
consequences of pursuing growth policies
without regard for the environmental
and social consequences.The ecological
footprint concepts developed by Dr. Bill
Rees at the University of British
Columbia2,3 recently inspired us to
investigate the relative footprints of
neighbourhoods in Hamilton, using

Some Measures of Sustainability of
Urban Neighbourhoods: a Case Study

in Hamilton, Ontario
by Don McLean and Bob Korol

Summary
A community organization in Hamilton has tested a method of assessing the relative sustainability of individual neighbourhoods utilizing

easily accessible data.This approach grows out of the ecological footprint work pioneered by Dr. Bill Rees.The study found dramatic
differences between six widely-scattered urban and suburban areas in Hamilton, with older and more central neighbourhoods registering

higher sustainability scores than newer areas on the outskirts of the City.

Sommaire
Un organisme communautaire de Hamilton a mis à l’essai une méthode d’évaluation de la durabilité relative des quartiers individuels,

méthode qui se fonde sur des données facilement accessibles. Cette approche est dérivée des travaux liés à l’empreinte écologique amorcés
par Bill Rees. L’étude a révélé des différences dramatiques entre six zones urbaines et surbaines largement disséminées de Hamilton,
les quartiers plus vieux et centraux ayant obtenu une cote de durabilité supérieure par rapport aux zones d’établissement plus récent

situées en périphérie de la ville.

“Sustainable” forms of transportation in Hamilton.
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information that is available to community
organizations.While the data necessary
for conducting a full footprint analysis at
the neighbourhood level are not available,
a variety of sources supplemented by
our own investigations permitted us to
compare the relative environmental
sustainability of six Hamilton
neighbourhoods.

Neighbourhoods Examined 
in the Study 
The largest single source of information
at the level of neighbourhoods is provided
in the census tract data compiled by
Statistics Canada for urban areas.4 The
most recent complete data set is from
the 1996 census.We examined six of
the 120 census tracts in the amalgamated
City of Hamilton.We chose urban tracts
that were primarily residential with a
majority of owner-occupied households,
but which had variable ages of housing
construction and widely spaced
geographic locations.

Hamilton is geographically divided by
the 40-metre high Niagara Escarpment
running generally east to west across
the city.The “lower city” is sandwiched
between Lake Ontario and the escarp-
ment, while the remaining “mountain”
portion of the urban area is located on
top of the escarpment.Three of the
tracts chosen were from the lower city,
and the other three were from the
mountain (see map).Table 1 provides
descriptions of the six selected tracts.

Indicators of Sustainability
The indicators that we examined are
listed in table 2.The first three
indicators used 1996 census data; the
next three relied on data collected in
the 1996 Transportation Tomorrow Survey,5

while indicators seven to 10 were
determined from municipal maps and
aerial photos.A windshield survey
provided the number of vehicles per
household and permitted their division
into five categories determined by fuel
efficiency.This information was then
used to calculate the 12th indicator 
(with the assumption that all vehicles
travelled the 17,000 kilometres/annum
Canadian average).

By knowing the actual value of a
particular indicator, we were able to
give each tract a sustainability score
(high value is desirable). Hence, in the

case of indicator 1, we identified the
number of residential units per hectare.
For neighbourhood LS, we obtained a
value of 10.31, while LW had a value of
23.78. Other neighbourhoods had
intermediate values.After normalizing,
we obtained values for LS and LW of 1
and 2.31 (=23.78/10.31) respectively. For
each indicator, we were thus able to
ascertain which neighbourhood scored
best, second best and so on, and thus
determine an assemblage of sustainability
scores that could be tallied for any
neighbourhood.

LW ranked first on six indicators and
second on three others. LE had three
firsts, four seconds and five thirds.
ME had two firsts, one second, and two
thirds.At the other end of the scale,
LS had no scores above a fourth and
ranked last on nine indicators. Preparing
a composite score that compared the
six neighbourhoods directly posed a

TABLE ONE: NEIGHBOURHOODS EXAMINED IN THE STUDY

Census Tract Main Period Family  Persons/ Main Housing Types 
of Construction Income Family

Lower West End pre–1946 $50,021 2.3 Single-family detached and 
(LW) low-rise apartments

Mountain Central  pre–1960 $51,703 2.9 Single-family detached and 
(MC) low-rise apartments

Lower East End 1946–1960 $49,820 2.8 Mainly single-family detached  
(LE)

Mountain West 1961–1981 $55,410 3.4 Single-family detached and
(MW) townhouses  

Lower Suburban 1971–1991 $65,100 3.4 Nearly all single-family 
(LS) detached  

Mountain East 1981–1996 $51,836 3.5 Single-family detached and 
(ME) townhouses 

TABLE 2: INDICATORS OF
SUSTAINABILITY
INVESTIGATED IN THE STUDY 

1. number of households/residential hectare

2. number of rooms/adult/household 

3. percent of employees who cycle or walk
to work or work at home

4. vehicle kilometres travelled/day/household

5. length of average commute by private
vehicle/household

6. percent of daily trips using transit

7. transit availability in
neighbourhood/household

8. length of neighbourhood roads/household

9. neighbourhood stores weighted by type
and location

10. distance from centre of neighbourhood to
nearest food supermarket

11. number of vehicles/household 

12. litres of vehicle fuel used/annum/household
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challenge because of the obvious disparity
in the significance of the 12 indicators.

Composite Scoring
The approach we adopted was to seek
the advice of individuals with strong
experience in sustainability issues,
including professional planners, university
faculty and leaders of non-government
organizations. Fifteen of these individuals
ranked the 12 indicators according to
their estimation of how well each might
be expected to reflect the relative
sustainability of a neighbourhood.They
were instructed to assign the number
12 to the indicator that they felt would
best indicate high sustainability, 11 to
the second best, and so on down to 1
for the least important one.Then the
respondents were asked to square each
term. Double weighting the element
values is a technique that has been
advocated by Graedel and Allenby6 for
doing life cycle assessments of options
based on environmental sustainability
criteria. However, it was found useful to
allow assessors to modify numerical
values if they wished, up or down
(without changing the order).Thus, the
indicator they scored as 6 (squared to
36), could be altered to any number
between 49 and 25.All scores were then
totaled and divided by the lowest score
to establish a composite factor for each
indicator. If all respondents were identical
in their thinking, the weightings would
have ranged from 1 to 144. However,
they clearly made different judgments,
because the composite weighting factors
were compressed to the range 1 to 5.
Perhaps this result reflects a lack of a
commonly accepted definition of
sustainability.

Vehicle kilometres travelled per day per
household was ranked highest. Litres 
of vehicle fuel used and number of

households per residential hectare came
in second and third respectively.

Results of Composite Scores
The three older and more central
neighbourhoods scored significantly
better than their suburban counterparts.
The highest composite neighbourhood
score was garnered by LE, closely
followed by LW. Meanwhile, third place
went to the other older neighbourhood
on the lip of the escarpment, MC,
followed closely by ME. Not surprisingly,
MW and LS ranked fifth and sixth with
the latter achieving a composite score
of hardly a third of the highest ranking
neighbourhood.

Major Findings and
Conclusions
The study found quite dramatic
differences in the sustainability factors
examined. For example, annual vehicle
fuel consumption per household ranged
from 2,006 to 3,738 litres.This suggests
that the footprint of individual urban
neighbourhoods can vary substantially,
at least in the categories of transportation
and housing.To examine the footprint
categories of food and goods and services
will require a more comprehensive set
of data than what was available to this
research project.

It was found that older inner city
neighbourhoods (LE, LW, MC) are more
sustainable than the newer subdivisions
being built on the outskirts of the city.
The inner city neighbourhoods swept
the top three positions in seven of the
12 indicators, and two of the top three
positions in the other five. Comparing
the composite scores of the three older
inner-city neighbourhoods with the
three outer suburban ones, we found
that the former may be twice as
sustainable as the latter.

Overall, the study7 suggests that residential
development trends in Hamilton over
the past several decades appear to have
generated neighbourhoods of decreasing
sustainability. Municipal transit policies,
zoning and neighbourhood planning
appear to be somewhat responsible for
this decline. On the other hand, this also
suggests that local decision makers may
be capable of significantly improving the
sustainability of neighbourhoods, and
consequently of the city as a whole. �

Don McLean teaches environmental studies for
the University of Waterloo, and manages projects
for the NGO, Environment Hamilton. He can be
reached at: don.mclean@cogeco.ca

Bob Korol, BASc, MASc, PhD, is Professor
Emeritus in the Department of Civil Engineering at
MCMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario. He can
be reached at: korol@mcmaster.ca
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The nature of the built environment
that has evolved over the last half

century in Canadian communities,
particularly those with populations greater
than 50,000, can be attributed to the
work of community planners. In concert
with political, cultural, social and land
development interests, planners have
taken a lead role in shaping and guiding
the evolution of Canadian towns and
cities.The very process of planning
requires consideration of a vast diversity
of information, from the provision 
of supporting infrastructure to the
appropriate mix and distribution of land
uses.The planning process and the
resultant municipal land use plans,
supporting background and policy
documents, and zoning by-laws can either
reduce or increase the vulnerability of
residents and workers to natural
hazards.Awareness of natural hazards
and of the ways of mitigating their
impact is therefore essential.

Evidence that the planning process
incorporates consideration of natural
hazards is anecdotal and insufficient for
proposing clear recommendations and
policies for improved mitigation, although
some efforts have been made.A recognized
hurdle to effective mitigation action is a
lack of awareness by local planners.
Previous research of mine1 demonstrated
that, among the four development
professions contacted, planners were
the most knowledgeable about mitigation;
yet the level of awareness was still less
than 50 percent.All communities, counties
or regions in Canada with formal
planning processes can benefit from the
timely and relevant Ontario field trial.2

This is especially true as provincial
governments begin to place greater
emphasis on creating safer communities
in the wake of recent disasters in British
Columbia and California.

Summary
Ontario communities follow established land use planning practices, although they do not always include thorough consideration of potential
natural hazards. For many communities, linking land use planning policies and practices to the mitigation of natural hazards represents a
nascent opportunity to improve the economic, social and general quality of life. Greater involvement by the planning profession, and use of
local planning tools, can make valuable contributions to the achievement of safer communities. Local governments, which have responsibility
for improving the overall resilience of their communities, feel strongly that assistance will be required to make timely and significant progress.

Sommaire
Les collectivités de l’Ontario suivent des pratiques établies en matière de planification de l’utilisation des terres, mais ne tiennent pas

toujours pleinement compte des dangers naturels éventuellement présents. Pour bien des collectivités, le fait de lier les politiques et les
pratiques en matière de planification de l’utilisation des terres avec l’atténuation des dangers naturels constitue une occasion émergente
d’améliorer la qualité de vie économique, sociale et générale. La participation accrue des urbanistes professionnels et le recours aux outils
de planification locale peuvent apporter des contributions précieuses à la création de collectivités plus sûres. Les administrations locales,
auxquelles il incombe de rehausser la résilience générale des collectivités qu’elles administrent, sont d’avis qu’elles auront besoin d’aide 

pour réaliser des progrès marqués, en temps et lieu.

Exploring Linkages between
Community Planning and Natural

Hazard Mitigation in Ontario
by John Newton

All communities, counties or
regions in Canada with formal
planning processes can benefit

from the timely and relevant
Ontario field trial.2
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Research Implementation 
and Response
To explore the relationship between
community planning in Ontario commu-
nities and the mitigation of natural
hazards to which those communities are
exposed, a survey protocol was
developed3 and distributed to all 448
municipal jurisdictions. Mailed and
Internet response options were
provided. Over the three-month
response period, 94 submissions were
received (see distribution in table 1), of
which 69 came by mail and 25 by
Internet.Active promotion by
supporting organizations was crucial to
achieving the 21 percent rate of
response.The small response by
Internet was surprising. Low
penetration rates in northern and
eastern Ontario, and a limited response
from smaller communities, weakened
the response database.3

The level of penetration in a group (see
percent column in table 1) affects the
extent to which the results can be
considered representative of communities
of a certain size by region. Consequently,
data from poorly represented community-
size groups and regions (i.e., eastern 
and northern) can only be considered
indicative at best, as they may not be
representative of the whole.

Findings
The survey probed community planning
practices in general and, more
specifically, the treatment of natural
hazards through 59 questions focusing
on eight aspects of community planning:
the basics; community support;
implementation; coordination;
organization and presentation;
identification of issues; policies; and
quality of data.The overall average score
was 30.9 out of 59, with an exceptionally
wide range of zero to 49. Larger

communities scored better, as did those
in the southwest and central regions.
The general planning sections of the
survey received slightly higher average
scores than those sections addressing
the approach to, and integration of,
natural hazards considerations. It is
clear that opportunities exist for
enhancement of community planning
processes and the integration of natural
hazard mitigation within them.The
relative lack of mitigation programs for
natural hazards in Ontario communities
supports this assessment.

The top 10 natural hazards of greatest
concern to the responding communities
are the following:
• flood: predicable/seasonal;
• freezing rain/ice storm;
• blizzard;
• flood: flash;
• tornado;
• wildfire/forest fire/smoke;
• drought;
• high winds (110+kph);
• lightning: electrical disruption; and
• flood: dam burst.
This list provides a focal point for
planning policy makers and community
leaders, and raises questions. How might
guidance be provided to the planning
community to address exposure to
these hazards? Do hazard-specific policy
statements or guidelines exist that can
be used to influence the growth and
development of communities in a safer
manner? Change will come slowly as
greater attention to natural hazards and
the threat they pose to community
sustainability leads to planning
opportunities to mitigate their impact.

TABLE 1: PERCENT OF TOTAL POSSIBLE RESPONSE RATED BY
POPULATION AND REGION

Community Size

Region n Tn % n Tn % n Tn % n Tn %

Southwest 1 3 33 9 52 17 11 41 27 12 25 48

Central 0 0 n/a 7 19 37 6 26 23 14 20 70

Eastern 0 6 0 5 67 7 7 27 26 1 13 8

Northern 7 74 9 11 67 16 1 2 50 2 5 40

n = number of responses received from communities of that size in that region.
Tn = total number of communities of that size in that region (Source: 2002 Ontario Municipal Directory).
% = percent of total number of responses received from communities of that size in that region.
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This research was designed to collect
relevant information and educate
respondents about the linkages between
community planning and the mitigation
of natural hazards.To that end,
respondents were asked whether they
might recommend or make changes to
their community plans as a result of
gaining a greater appreciation of the
subject matter through completing 
the survey. Forty-seven percent of
respondents indicated that they were
likely to change current planning
documents as a result of completing 
the survey. Furthermore, anecdotal
information indicates that communities
will consider natural hazards mitigation
in revisions to their community plans.
To establish a trend in this direction,
however, will require guidance and
assistance, particularly funding and
improved information about risks. Such
requests are to be expected, especially
from smaller rural jurisdictions with
limited land use planning staff and

capability. Local governments have a
responsibility for improving the safety of
their citizens and the overall resilience
of their communities; but they feel quite
strongly that assistance will be required
to make timely and significant progress.

Conclusion 
Natural disasters affect Canadian
communities every year.The challenge
that decision makers face is to integrate
concerns about natural hazards into the
larger community agenda through
recognition of synergistic linkages to
social, economic and environmental
needs, guided by ethical responsibilities.
The resulting communities will be safer,
more prosperous, and more enjoyable
places in which to live. Moreover, the
results of this research provide some
initial insights toward the achievement
of that vision, and highlight the need to
raise the profile of natural hazard
mitigation throughout the Canadian
planning community. �

John Newton, PHD, PEng, has a doctorate in
environmental geography with specialization in
coping with hazards; a Masters Degree in Urban
and Regional Planning; and a Bachelors of Applied
Science (Hons.) in civil engineering. John specializes
in crisis and risk management research, education
and consulting services. John can be reached by
phone at (416) 929-3621 or e-mail at:
jnewton@utoronto.ca
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If one is to believe the mainstream
media, a revolution may be unfolding

in the way new communities are
designed. For many, however, skepticism
rages not only about the physical form
that new community building ought to
take, but also about the comparative
merits—economic, social, aesthetic,
environmental—of various approaches.
Simply stated, the goal of the community
design paradigm called New Urbanism is
to reformulate a vision of community
based on a village concept. Generally,
New Urbanist design can be distinguished
from more conventional development
approaches by distinctive physical
characteristics that include compact and
contiguous community form, a more
complete mix of land uses, interconnected
street patterns, strategic placement of
parking facilities, inclusion of rear lanes
and pedestrian-conscious detailing.

Summary
As the debate about New Urbanism shifts from its core principles to the implications of its application, many planners wonder about the

public costs of a new community design paradigm. Research has indicated that total public infrastructure costs in a New Urbanist
community are higher than they would be in a more conventional form of development. But costs are just one side of any fiscal analysis.

From a municipal perspective, are the revenues generated from property taxes also higher? This case study analysis indicates that not only
do higher taxation revenues offset the increased costs, but it also suggests that New Urbanism is actually better for a municipality’s bottom line.

Sommaire
Alors que le débat sur l’urbanisme nouveau se détourne de ses principes fondamentaux pour s’intéresser aux conséquences de son

application, bien des urbanistes s’interrogent sur les coûts publics d’un nouveau paradigme de développement des collectivités. La recherche
révèle que le coût public total des infrastructures dans une collectivité développée selon le modèle de l’urbanisme nouveau est supérieur à
ce qu’il serait suivant un mode de développement plus conventionnel. Cependant, les coûts ne représentent qu’un côté de la médaille de

l’analyse fiscale. Du point de vue des administrations municipales, il faut se demander si les recettes rapportées par les taxes foncières sont
elles aussi plus élevées. Cette étude de cas indique non seulement que les recettes fiscales accrues compensent l’augmentation des coûts,

mais aussi que l’urbanisme nouveau est en fait plus sain pour le résultat net des municipalités.

Does It Pay to Maintain New Urbanist
Infrastructure? A Fiscal Comparison of

Alternative Community Forms
by Kent Munro

Straiton Streetscape
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Given that this research focuses on the
fiscal implications of New Urbanism,
only a brief overview of its main
elements is presented here. For details,
see the Charter of the New Urbanism.1

Fundamentally, New Urbanism
incorporates a different “package” of
municipal infrastructure that is intended
to support a set of broad community
planning objectives.

The critical New Urbanist objective for
a more compact and complete form of
community typically results in higher
average residential densities and,
accordingly, more units to share in the
costs of services. It is perhaps not
surprising, therefore, that comparative
studies have concluded that per unit
infrastructure emplacement costs and
long-term operating and maintenance
expenditures are lower with New
Urbanist designs.2 Nevertheless, most
New Urbanist designs result in higher
total infrastructure costs within a given
land area because of greater lengths of
roads and sidewalks, incorporation of
rear lanes and the addition of enhanced
design details such as custom street
lamps, grassed boulevards with street
trees, pinched roadways and rear lanes.
A key issue that has not been addressed
in the literature, however, is whether a
New Urbanist community generates
higher municipal property tax revenues
that would tend to offset the increase in
total infrastructure costs.

To address this aspect, a comparative
study of projected infrastructure costs
and municipal revenues associated with
alternative approaches to community
design was undertaken using empirical
data derived from two actual development
plans, each of which was not only
produced but also approved in the mid-
1990s for a site in Abbotsford, British
Columbia. In the end, the New Urbanist
plan was implemented. Construction of
the “Auguston” community began in
1997 and, to date, approximately 100
homes, local parks and a community
school have been constructed.3

Although beyond the scope of the
present study, it is important to recognize
that the costs and benefits of a New
Urbanist planning approach are best
considered holistically. Significant
benefits relating to environment,
resource consumption, aesthetics,

housing affordability, travel behaviour,
transit viability and public safety might
otherwise be sufficient to argue in
favour of New Urbanist design.Yet the
critical question remains: is a New
Urbanist community better able to
fiscally support its infrastructure?

Straiton Neighbourhood—
Comparison of Alternative Plans
The 184-hectare Straiton neighbourhood
site is located in the City of Abbotsford.
A conventional development plan,
approved in 1993, would have produced
1,490 dwelling units and a limited
number of ancillary facilities. In 1997,
however, an alternative concept founded

Straiton Conventional (1993) Plan

Straiton New Urbanist (1997) Plan
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on the principles of New Urbanism was
prepared, approved and is now under
construction.That plan accommodates
2,316 housing units. In addition to the
55 percent increase in residential yield,
the New Urbanist plan provides a vast
increase in housing variety and a
significant improvement to the
“completeness” of the community. It
includes sites for a recreation and social
complex (athletic facilities, art studios,
business centre, day-care), 5,100 square
metres of commercial space, a place of
worship and an ice arena complex. Both
plans incorporate nearly 60 hectares of
public parkland and open space.

Capital or emplacement costs of
infrastructure for a new community are
significant; however, these are typically
borne by the developer and do not
result in any direct financial burden on
the municipality. Nevertheless, to set
this study within a broader research
context, detailed capital cost estimates
were produced for the two alternative
plans to assess the magnitude of the
difference in infrastructure emplacement
costs. Emplacement costs are the total
construction costs to build the
infrastructure and include underground
services (sanitary, water, storm, shallow
utilities) and aboveground right-of-way
amenities such as pavement, sidewalks
and street lighting. For this research,
costs were based on actual construction
costs experienced in similar projects in
southwestern British Columbia.4

The analyses indicated that total
emplacement costs for the New
Urbanist plan for Straiton would be
about $1.9 million more than the
conventional plan ($15.6 million versus
$13.7 million). However, on a per
dwelling-unit basis, the New Urbanist
plan is 27 percent less costly. For the
purposes of validation, it is noted that
such results are notably similar to those
of the 1995 Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation (CMHC) study2

that concluded it would be 33 percent
cheaper per dwelling unit to construct
the infrastructure in a more compact,
mixed-use community. It can be noted
that the CMHC study tabulated a more
comprehensive list of infrastructure
items than this study. For this analysis of
Straiton, only physical engineering
infrastructure2 (table 8, items 1-5,) was considered.

Fiscal Analysis—Cost Side
The purpose of this study is to assess
and compare the ability of the two
alternative community designs to be
fiscally self-supportive on an annual
basis. Specifically, to what degree do the
total municipal tax revenues generated
offset the annual costs of operating 
and maintaining the community’s
infrastructure? To address the cost side
of the question, detailed maintenance
costs were developed for each of the
road types in the two alternative plans.
Since a variety of road right-of-way
configurations are present in the two
alternatives, disaggregated maintenance
costs were used to differentiate costs
among road types. Recorded costs from
the District of Chilliwack (1996)5 were
used. Chilliwack, a municipality adjacent
to Abbotsford, tracks its operating costs
using a computerized maintenance
management system.That data source is
considered highly transferable to the
Abbotsford context given the similar
geographic and climatic conditions and
the standards of maintenance.

To establish infrastructure maintenance
costs, base costs for a “standard” metre
of serviced street were derived for five
service components: water, storm
sewers, sanitary sewers, roads and snow
operations. Component costs were
derived for all road types and were
applied to the two alternative designs
for Straiton to project the total annual
infrastructure maintenance costs.A
comparative analysis concluded that
projected total annual maintenance is
$65,500 higher for the New Urbanist
plan.This represents maintenance costs
of 36 percent more than the total for
the conventional plan.

Fiscal Analysis—Revenue Side
To address the revenue side of the fiscal
analysis, detailed projections of municipal
property tax revenues were prepared.
Since only a portion of the municipal
property taxes collected support
general municipal purposes (including
operation and maintenance expenditures),
only that component of the tax rates
was used in the analysis.A significant
portion of annual property taxes is
collected by the municipality on behalf
of other levels of government or outside
agencies for services such as schools,
hospitals, regional libraries and specific

capital projects. Such an approach
enables one to directly relate revenues
to the expenditures associated with the
municipal operation and maintenance of
infrastructure.

Actual municipal tax “mill” rates (1996)
from the City of Abbotsford were
applied to the assessment values of all
development within the two alternatives.
Housing market data from the same
year were used to estimate the assessed
lot values of all residential land uses in
both of the alternative plans. Permitted
floor space ratios established the amount
of constructed floor space, and that was
subsequently used to estimate assessed
building values.A consistent methodology
was employed for each of the alternative
plans to ensure an equitable derivation
of taxable property values.

The results of the analysis indicate that
the annual municipal property tax revenue
generated from the conventional plan
would be about $1.6 million while that
from the New Urbanist plan would be
$2 million. More specifically, the New
Urbanist plan generates $438,000 more
tax revenue annually than the conventional
plan.This translates into a 28 percent
increase in total tax revenues over the
conventional plan. It is interesting to
note that all but about $100,000 of the
increase in revenue comes from the
New Urbanist plan’s more diverse
residential land-use base.

Conclusions
The comparative analyses of conventional
and New Urbanist plans for the Straiton
site result in a significant conclusion:
a New Urbanist community is, in fact,
better able to fiscally support its
infrastructure on an annual basis.To arrive
at this conclusion, both sides of the
fiscal equation—municipal expenditures
and revenues—have been analyzed.The
approach has been to establish and
compare total community costs and
revenues to demonstrate the fiscal
benefits of a more compact mixed-use
form of community development.To
summarize, the following findings result
from this analysis:
• Total annual municipal expenditures

to operate and maintain the capital
infrastructure are $65,500 more
(increase of 36 percent) in the New
Urbanist plan.
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• Total annual municipal tax revenues
generated by the New Urbanist plan
are $438,000 more (increase of 
28 percent) than they are under the
conventional plan.

Admittedly, one could question whether
these two alternative community plans
appropriately reflect the principles of
each design paradigm, or whether they
are merely hypothetical or unfeasible. If
such doubts exist, this fiscal comparison
could be legitimately dismissed.
Nevertheless, given that both community
plans were prepared under generally
accepted municipal planning precepts,
each was considered acceptable by the
developer, and both were approved by
the municipality, it is reasonable to
accept that they represent realistic
alternatives.

When considered from a municipal
fiscal perspective, the New Urbanist
plan generates significantly more
revenue than it does expenditures.
Although total public expenditures
would be higher to maintain its
infrastructure, a New Urbanist plan
results in significantly more tax revenue
than the conventional plan. Stated
another way, for each additional dollar
spent on maintaining the New Urbanist
plan, the municipality would receive
$6.69 in return in the form of additional
tax revenue.These results are significant.
It would be helpful for others to
corroborate these findings or to refine
the methodology. In the meantime,
planners might want to consider this
comparative analysis in the context of
their municipality’s bottom line. �

Prior to joining the City of Coquitlam’s community
planning team, Kent Munro consulted for more
than a decade on a number of award winning—
and now built—“New Urbanist” projects in
western Canada. His undergraduate training was 
in human geography and architecture at the
University of Toronto. He holds a Master’s degree
in planning from the University of British Columbia.
He can be contacted at (604) 927-3412 or at:
kmunro@coquitlam.ca
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Land development in communities
throughout British Columbia’s

Georgia Basin region (Greater Vancouver,
the Fraser Valley and southeastern
Vancouver Island) has followed the
same general pattern for most of the
last century: clear the trees, put in roads
and subdivisions, and direct the runoff
into the nearest stream or storm sewer.
As more people move to this desirable
region, more land is converted to
residential, industrial and commercial
uses at the expense of natural habitat.

Stormwater is the surface runoff that is
created when land development alters
the natural water balance. Hard surfaces,
like pavement, roofs and pipes carrying
runoff, speed the flow of stormwater,
often creating erosion and downstream
flooding. Stormwater also carries non-
point source (NPS) pollution, including
oil, detergents, pesticides, fertilizers and

A NEW SOLUTION FOR
STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT

by Geoff Gilliard

Summary
The Water Balance Model for British Columbia is an on-line tool that helps users to gauge the potential for developing or redeveloping

communities while maintaining the original hydrologic condition. Using rainfall volume as a performance target to quantify the effectiveness
of various stormwater source control strategies, the model gives municipalities an inexpensive planning tool that they can access over the

Internet.The model evaluates the effectiveness of applying different stormwater source controls under different development conditions.The
key to protecting a watershed is to manage the water balance in a way that mimics the hydrologic condition of a naturally forested watershed.

Sommaire
Le modèle d’équilibre des eaux de la Colombie-Britannique est un outil en direct qui aide les utilisateurs à évaluer le potentiel de

développement ou de redéveloppement des collectivités tout en préservant leur état hydrologique d’origine. Le modèle fait intervenir le
volume de précipitation comme cible de rendement pour quantifier l’efficacité de diverses stratégies de contrôle des sources d’eaux

pluviales et constitue, pour les municipalités, un outil de planification peu coûteux dont elles peuvent se prévaloir par Internet. Le modèle
évalue l’efficacité relative de l’application de différentes mesures de contrôle des sources d’eaux pluviales selon des scénarios de

développement différents. La protection des bassins hydrographiques repose sur la gestion de l’équilibre des eaux d’une manière qui
s’apparente à l’état hydrologique dans un bassin hydrographique où le terrain est naturellement forestier.

Chilliwack Exfiltration Trench
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bacteria.When it rains, stormwater runs
directly and rapidly into the storm sewer
instead of returning gradually to the soil
where pollutants can be filtered out.
The NPS pollution ends up in streams,
rivers, aquifers and, eventually, the ocean.

Today, many of the Georgia Basin’s streams
and wetlands are damaged and can no
longer support salmon populations. In
the Lower Fraser Valley, 71 per cent of
streams are considered threatened or
endangered, and a further 15 per cent
have been lost altogether as a result of
urban growth. Clearly, it is time for a new
approach to stormwater management.
But many communities are unsure how
to proceed.

Landscaping Solutions to
Stormwater Problems
In 2002, the Province of British Columbia
and Environment Canada published
Stormwater Planning: A Guidebook for
British Columbia,1 a step-by-step guide
for local governments that are coming
to terms with integrated stormwater
management in their communities.
Later that year, an Inter-Governmental
Partnership (IGP) was struck to develop
a decision-support and scenario-modeling
tool as an extension of the Guidebook.
The purpose of the tool is to help
communities understand how to achieve
performance targets for dealing with
rainfall on an annual basis, as laid out 
in the Guidebook.The IGP is chaired 
by the British Columbia Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, and co-
chaired by Environment Canada. Other
IGP partners include a number of
municipalities representing four distinct
regions of British Columbia (Greater
Vancouver, the Fraser Valley,Vancouver

Island and the Okanagan), the Greater
Vancouver Regional District, and two
other provincial ministries.

The result of the IGP’s partnership is
the Water Balance Model for British
Columbia,2 an on-line tool that helps
users to gauge the potential for developing
or redeveloping communities while
maintaining the original hydrologic
condition. Based on a hydrologic engine
developed by CH2M HILL, the model
uses a continuous simulation of soil
moisture to evaluate the effectiveness of
applying different stormwater source
controls under different development
conditions.The premise is that the key
to protecting a watershed is to manage
the water balance in a way that mimics
the hydrologic condition of a naturally
forested watershed.

“Municipalities now have an inexpensive
planning tool that they can access over
the Internet,” says Kim Stephens, Project
Coordinator for the IGP.“This tool is
not just for technical people. It is suitable
for diverse users, from engineers and
planners to developers and community
groups.” The user-friendly interface,
developed by Nanaimo-based Lanarc
Consultants, means that anyone with 
a basic understanding of land use can
generate stormwater management
scenarios.

“One of the things that the model
allows users to do is visualize what
stormwater source control really means
on the ground,” says Laura Maclean, an
Environment Canada non-point source
pollution prevention coordinator.“It’s
one thing to set performance targets
like 90 percent capture for rainfall
volume on an annual basis. But what
does that really look like when you’re
talking about a single family subdivision,
for example? Does it mean you need to
set aside 10 percent of every lot to do
infiltration? Does it mean you have to
cover 50 percent of the commercial
rooftops with green roofs? The model
provides a means to determine that.”

“The model uses rainfall volume as a
performance target to quantify the
effectiveness of various stormwater
source control strategies,” Maclean says.
“Those strategies include returning
rainfall to the ground using infiltration
facilities, using soils and vegetation to
retain stormwater, incorporating

vegetation on rooftops, and harvesting
rainwater for re-use within the
development.The model is scaleable
from an individual development site
right up to the watershed as a whole.”

“Much of what we’re trying to do with
managing rainfall volume comes back to
landscaping,” says Stephens. For instance,
Stephens believes that the streetscape
has considerable potential for greening.
“Road rights of way count for a third of
the area in a watershed. If you want to
make a community more liveable and
you’re going to do landscaping anyway,
well guess what, it’s also achieving your
stormwater management goal.”

Access to the model is tiered: IGP
partners can customize land use, zoning
and soils information as well as upload
climate data into the database to
generate specific scenario results.
General users are limited to the default
values. Local governments that share an
interest are invited to join the IGP as
the project evolves.

The IGP has already held training
workshops for elected officials in British
Columbia and for planners and engineers
from municipalities involved in the
initiative.Thanks to funding from the
Real Estate Foundation of British
Columbia, a series of workshops will be
held in the spring of 2004 that will
target community environmental groups
and developers.The Water Balance
Model Web site2 also includes an on-line
users’ manual and tutorials for those who
are unable to attend these workshops.

One of the strengths of the model is its
ability to provide answers instantly and
to ensure transparency by allowing
users to control the input data and
assumptions.“Right now when there’s
an issue over land development you get
a lot of arm waving,” Stephens points
out.“People state opinions as if they are
facts.The model is neutral, so if two
people with different interests take the
same information and put it into the
model, they should get the same answer.”

“I believe it will help to put local
government representatives and
developers on the same page when it
comes to engaging in stormwater planning,”
Maclean says.“Municipal staff could
direct developers to the model when
presenting development applications.” Screen shot of the Water Balance Model web site.
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The City of Chilliwack has developed
the Design Criteria Manual for Surface
Water Management3 using concepts from
the Stormwater Guidebook1 and the
Water Balance Model.2 The manual was
driven by development planned for the
city’s Eastern Hillsides, an area that is
slated for significant growth over the
next 10 years. Downstream are rich
agricultural lowlands.Any increase in hard
surfaces in the uplands will speed the flow
of stormwater to the low-lying farmland.

Guided by Dipak Basu, Land Development
Engineer for the City of Chilliwack, city
staff consulted with the agricultural
community, city council, the Development
Permit Advisory Committee for Chilliwack,
the Sto:Lo First Nation, industry,
developers, contractors and realtors on
the new stormwater design criteria.

“The process went on for two years,”
Basu says.“The realtors, developers,
engineers and surveyors were all invited
to participate and make their comments
known.We showed the benefit of
maintaining the water table, the
watercourse, the habitat and allowing
the fish to survive and flourish. By the
time the document was finalized the
developers were quite knowledgeable
about it and were willing to give it a try
to see how the system worked.” 

“The Water Balance Model allows us to
understand which combination of
stormwater source controls are required
to ensure that only 10 percent of the
annual amount of volume will be
discharged in the watercourse,” says
Basu.“The balance is all infiltrated into
the ground, which immediately saves
you the infrastructure costs, guards
against downstream flooding and
protects the environment.”

Basu extends an invitation to municipal
planners and engineers who are
concerned about the risks involved with
moving away from piped infrastructure
to come to Chilliwack where they can
see for themselves how 10 completed
subdivisions are functioning.“The
subdivision where we have applied the
full Water Balance Model design criteria
is performing to the City’s expectation,”
Basu reports.

Thinking Outside the Pipe
One of the goals of the Water Balance
Model for British Columbia project is to
help design engineers “think outside the
pipe” and act like landscape architects
when developing sites and neighbour-
hoods.The plan is that stormwater
volume reduction will be integrated
seamlessly with land use planning and
site development practices.

“I learned that you don’t change the
way people do things with words,”
Stephens says.“Most people need to
have a number. If you give people a tool
which is interactive and strips away all
the black magic that engineers like to
do, then they can start to generate
‘what if ’ scenarios.When people start
to play with these scenarios, they start
understanding the implications of their
decisions.” �

Geoff Gilliard is a Vancouver-based
Communications Consultant who specializes in
issues surrounding sustainable development. He
holds a degree in Communications from Simon
Fraser University. Current projects include
promoting Environment Canada’s air quality
research, and working to develop a report card to
monitor the environmental and social impacts of
Vancouver’s 2010 Olympic Winter Games. He can
be reached by e-mail at: geoff.g@telus.net or
phone at 604-733-8637.
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Richard Boase of the District of North Vancouver demonstrates how the surface conditions of developed sites can affect
stormwater runoff.
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In the Greater Toronto Area (GTA),
managing growth and planning for the

region-wide transportation, water and
sewage infrastructure is a prime concern
of urban planners and elected officials.
And the main reason for the rapid
growth in the GTA is that fully one half

of Canada’s yearly intake of immigrants
settles there. Immigration is responsible
for 75 percent of the population growth
in Greater Toronto, with natural increase
and internal migration accounting for 
25 percent.This could have a significant
impact on urban form, since Canada

Mortgage and Housing Corporation
analysis indicates that immigrants will
drive the future demand for housing in
the GTA, and that single-detached
housing is the preferred type.

The Province of Ontario has taken two
initiatives to deal with growth in the
GTA.The Greater Toronto Services
Board (GTSB) was established in 1999
with membership from 41 municipalities.
The Board’s mandate was to coordinate
action on issues confronting the GTA.
In 2002, the government established the
Central Ontario Smart Growth Panel,
one of five such panels in the province.
Much of the work of the Smart Growth
Panel builds on that of the GTSB.

Dealing with Growth: 
What Are the Options?
Three options for dealing with the
forecast population growth in the GTA
can be readily identified: maintaining the
status quo, reducing immigration levels,

Immigration: the Missing Issue in the
Smart Growth Deliberations

by Grant Moore

Summary
Immigration accounts for approximately 75 percent of the population growth in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).This fact, however, has been

scarcely mentioned, let alone discussed, by planners and local elected officials.This article treats rapid growth in the GTA as a planning
problem. It begins by identifying three options for dealing with the growth then proceeds to discuss the issues relevant to each option.The

article concludes that a much better public debate is needed around the notion that “growth is good.” It is argued that directing immigrants
away from the GTA offers win-win potential for all parties, notwithstanding the difficulties of implementing a so-called “dispersal strategy.”
Final remarks focus on the uneven distribution of Canada’s population and the likelihood that, if current trends continue, life in towns and

smaller cities will become increasingly disconnected from that of the largest metropolitan areas.

Sommaire
L’immigration compte pour environ 75 p. 100 de la croissance démographique dans la Région du Grand Toronto (RGT). Par contre, ce fait

est rarement mentionné, et encore moins abordé, par les urbanistes et les élus locaux. Le présent article envisage l’essor démographique de
la RGT comme un problème d’urbanisme. Dans un premier temps, il est question de trois options pouvant permettre de faire face à cette
croissance; les questions qui se rattachent à chaque option sont ensuite exposées. L’article évoque la nécessité d’un débat public nettement
mieux articulé sur l’idée que « la croissance est une bonne chose ». On y fait valoir que le fait d’aiguiller les immigrants sur les zones hors

de la RGT a le potentiel d’être une proposition gagnante de part et d’autre, malgré les difficultés découlant de la mise en œuvre d’une
« stratégie de dispersion ». La conclusion s’attarde sur la répartition inégale de la population canadienne et la probabilité que, si les
tendances actuelles se maintiennent, le fossé entre la vie dans les petites villes du pays et dans les grandes régions métropolitaines 

est appelé à se creuser sans cesse davantage.

Entrance to Golden Square Chinese Mall, Mississauga.
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or leaving immigration levels unchanged
while attempting to direct immigrants
away from the GTA.

Maintaining the status quo is the option
implicit in the work of both the GTSB
and the Smart Growth Panel. It accepts a
forecast population increase of 2.3 million
in the GTA by 2026 and the related need
for infrastructure upgrades.Also required
are transit-supportive land use policies
to integrate “transit nodes or multi-
modal areas served by higher order
transit and land use nodes or areas of
mixed use compact development.”1 (p. 66)

The nature of the population growth is
not an issue addressed in either the
GTSB or the Smart Growth reports.

Reducing immigration levels is an option that
distinguishes between natural growth
(births among existing residents) plus
internal migration and growth through
immigration. Since natural growth and
migration cannot be controlled, reducing
immigration levels is identified by some
as a means of relieving growth pressures.

Maintaining immigration levels but attempting
to direct immigrants away from the GTA
was a proposal made in 2002 by the
federal Ministry of Immigration to “fast
track” applicants who agree to locate
outside of Canada’s major cities.The
previous Ontario government attempted
to seek a made-for-Ontario agreement
with the federal government to ensure
that more immigrants to Ontario settle
outside of the GTA.

What to Do?
The status quo option is reasonable under
current circumstances. Immigration is a
federal responsibility and Ottawa has
given no indication of plans to reduce
Canada’s yearly intake. Neither is there,
at present, any organized movement
clamoring for change.And many of the
initiatives emerging from the Smart
Growth deliberations such as denser
forms of residential development and
restrictions on the expansion of
suburban infrastructure at public cost
should be considered anyway.The glaring
weakness of this option is a lack of any
discussion of whether continued rapid
growth in the GTA is good public policy.
The brochure, Ontario Smart Growth: A
New Vision,2 cheerfully asserts that
“growth is good,” since it “generates
new businesses, new jobs and the
revenue we need to support…the

programs we equate with a high quality
of life.” Nothing more is said on this
issue as though growth-is-good is a
truism requiring no further elaboration.

However, it is not at all clear that the
recent population growth (an annual
average of almost two percent from
1992–2002) and economic growth in
the GTA (the TD Bank estimates real
annual gross domestic product growth
of four percent) have had any meaningful
payoff for the average citizen.This same
period has witnessed $10-billion provincial
budget deficits, unprecedented
confrontation between government 
and public sector unions, congested
highways and longer commuting

distances for workers.The City of
Toronto exists in a state of financial
exhaustion and, in 2002, the provincial
government suspended the trustees and
forced the Toronto District School Board
to adopt a balanced budget. In the
hinterland, the school boards in Durham,
Peel and York regions struggle with
millions of dollars of unfunded capital
projects and acres of portable classrooms.
Those looking for good news in income
data will not find any. Despite all the
talk about government efforts to boost
the standard of living of Canada’s poorest,
the gap is actually increasing. In the
GTA, the 2001 census data reveal that
the top 10 percent of families now
account for more than 32 percent of
income, while the bottom 10 percent of
families live on less than two percent.

Reducing immigration levels is the most
obvious way of controlling growth in
the GTA. Certainly, the rationale for a
large-scale Canadian immigration program
has come under increased scrutiny
(some would say attack) in recent years.

Authors such as Daniel Stoffman, Martin
Collacott and Diane Francis have argued
that much of the existing justification
for current immigration levels is
unfounded.3-5 Stoffman, the co-author 
of Boom, Bust, and Echo6 argues that
economic growth does not depend on
immigration, and that a mass influx of
young immigrants is not required to
support retired baby boomers.

Everyday observations are not encouraging
either. Most residents of the GTA are
familiar with highly educated but
unemployed/underemployed immigrants,
their situation usually explained by a lack
of Canadian work experience, language
difficulties or professional qualifications
not recognized here. But the logical and
most obvious explanation, in many cases,
may be that their services are not
required. Similarly, although proponents
of employment equity policies claim that
immigrants, particularly visible minorities,
suffer from individual and systemic bias
related to race, colour, ethnicity and
place of origin, it is equally plausible that
less insidious and conspiratorial reasons
account for the difficulties immigrants
and visible minorities experience in the
labour force; that is, jobs and

Portable classrooms at St. Luke Elementary School, Oakville.
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promotions are hard to come by for just
about everyone, particularly full-time,
good-paying positions with benefits.

Certainly, some highly skilled immigrants
are required to fill jobs in sectors of the
economy where specific shortfalls exist,
but the record here is weak.After having
received almost two million newcomers
in the past decade, shortages of family
physicians and nurses in rural areas still
exist, and the automotive and construction
sectors continue to report shortages of
young apprentices in the skilled trades.
If immigration were the solution, these
problems should have been resolved
years ago.

Although reduced immigration levels
may be warranted on the basis of
dispassionate, objective analysis, two
significant obstacles prevent this from
occurring.

The first obstacle is the emotional
dynamic. In Canada’s largest cities,
immigration policy and multiculturalism
are sensitive issues, with charges of
racism and prejudice always lurking, ready
to pounce on unwary commentators.
Municipal officials and journalists
question the status quo at their peril
and most never do. Federal political
leaders, for their part, are reluctant to
scale back immigration levels for fear of
the backlash here and abroad.

The second obstacle involves Canada’s
stature in the world community. Lacking
an exportable popular mass culture, or
the military and economic clout to
assert itself as a key player on the world
stage, Canada has contributed to the
community of nations by taking in
refugees fleeing wars or persecution
and providing immigrants with the
opportunity for a better life. In this way,
immigration functions as a component
of Canada’s foreign aid activities. No
doubt, Canada’s reputation for tolerance
and fairness is owing, in part, to liberal
and welcoming immigration policies,
particularly in the later post-World War
II period.

Leaving immigration levels unchanged
but directing immigrants away from the
GTA may have the potential to be an
attractive “win-win” option.

For the federal government, this option
avoids the political difficulties encountered
when making wrenching, wholesale
changes to existing immigration policy.
Similar to the recent shift away from
family reunification applicants toward
those who score high on education, job
skills and fluency in English or French,
this option can be seen simply as a fine-
tuning of existing policy. For the Ontario
government and GTA municipalities, the
capital investment in new infrastructure
otherwise required could be scaled back
or implemented over a longer time frame.

The City of Toronto in particular would
benefit from a reduced intake of
immigrants. High immigration levels have
been, indisputably, a significant contributor
to poverty in the city and to the never-
ending shortage of affordable housing.
With almost 40,000 people on the
waiting lists for subsidized units, it is
clear that there will never be enough of
this accommodation if Toronto continues
to receive, in perpetuity, thousands of
immigrants each year.

For new immigrants themselves, there
are benefits in locating to smaller
communities where rental accommodation
is cheaper and housing far less expensive.
In simple economic terms, it makes no
sense for immigrants, particularly those
who are poor or unskilled, to continually
take up residence in areas where the
cost of living is the highest in the nation.

Finally, Canada’s numerous smaller cities
and towns could benefit handsomely
from an influx of younger, skilled and
energetic newcomers.The business
activities of entrepreneur-class
immigrants that do not, of necessity,
require a GTA location could enhance
smaller centres by providing new jobs
and economic stimulation.

Conclusion
Several things are clear with respect to
development in the GTA, Smart Growth,
and Canadian immigration policy.The

first is that a much better public debate
is needed about the notion that
“growth-is-good.” Is it the quantity or
the quality of growth that matters?
Where will Smart Growth lead in terms
of quality of life if, over the next 25 years,
a population equivalent to the existing
Toronto mega city is added to the GTA?
Immigration trends and immigration policy,
too, must be discussed. How can public
support for Smart Growth develop if the
cause of rapid growth in the GTA (and
the cost) is scarcely mentioned and options
for dealing with it are not explored?

“Immigrant dispersal” has a theoretical
attractiveness, but the key issue is
implementation. It is not known yet
exactly how “fast track” would work, or
whether it would appeal to enough
applicants to make the effort worthwhile.
Dispersal will not be easy: the unimpeded
growth of the major immigrant groups
in the GTA over the past 30 years has
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Another view of the Golden Square Chinese Mall,
Mississauga.
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created strong incentives for future
newcomers to locate there. Furthermore,
coercive measures are not available.
Section 6(2) of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms7 dealing with
mobility rights states,“Every citizen of
Canada and every person who has the
status of a permanent resident of
Canada has the right: a) to move and
take up residence in any province; and
b) to pursue the gaining of a livelihood
in any province.” Still, the attractiveness
of dispersal is undeniable and should
not be abandoned unless all means by
which it might be pursued are exhausted.

If current trends continue, the rapid
growth and ethnocultural diversity in
the country’s three or four largest cities
will only accelerate. Canada will truly
become, in the words of Diane Francis,
“a handful of city-states.”5 Meanwhile,
other regions will experience, in varying
degrees, slow growth/stagnation/decline
and be characterized by an aging, less
diverse population, while suffering out-
migration of younger residents to larger
centres.The lifestyle, experiences and
rhythm of everyday life in these areas
will become increasingly disconnected
from that of the largest cities.

The uneven distribution of Canada’s
population already is quite dramatic.
From 1996 to 2001 Ontario,Alberta and
British Columbia witnessed a 6.5 percent
increase in population while the other
seven provinces combined grew by only
0.5 percent. In Newfoundland, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Saskatchewan,
the population declined.

Planners with an interest in regional
development will want to follow these
issues closely. Confederation has
historically been a tenuous, fragile
arrangement in Canada.The most
notable threat to the country’s unity, of
course, has been the ebb and flow of
separatism in Quebec. But there are
many other strains: western alienation,
vast geographic distance separating
major population settlements, and the
historic economic challenges faced by
the maritime provinces, to name a few.
If democracy in Canada becomes simply
a “numbers game”, existing regional
grievances may potentially deepen as
the agendas of the largest rapidly
growing urban conglomerations
increasingly marginalize the rest of the

country. Dealing with this challenge
requires a full and unfettered public
debate of all relevant issues, and the
energy and creativity of Canadians in
the search for solutions. �

Grant Moore is a graduate of the University of
Western Ontario and holds a Master of Urban
and Regional Planning degree from Queen’s
University, Kingston, Ontario. He has significant
work experience as a school board planner, most
recently as Manager of Planning with the Halton
District School Board. Mr. Moore and his wife Sally
live in Mississauga.

The opinions expressed in this article are those 
of the author and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of CIP or the Editorial Board.
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THE RURAL-URBAN CONNECTION:
Growing Together in Greater Vancouver

by Barry E. Smith and Susan Haid

For several decades suburban
development in Canada has pushed

the boundaries of metropolitan areas
outward and converted large areas of
farmland and natural areas into an
often-sprawling mix of urban residential,
industrial and commercial uses along with
their supporting energy, transportation
and related infrastructure.

The negative consequences of this growth
pattern not only affect the agri-food
industry, farming and the natural
environment, but also affect the livability
of the resulting settlement patterns 
and adjacent urbanized areas.Tens of
thousands of hectares of prime farmland
and natural habitat have been lost in
metropolitan regions such as the Greater
Toronto Area1 and the Calgary-Edmonton
corridor,2 with the process continuing

Summary 
Canada has faced a problem of sprawling metropolitan growth and associated losses of farmland and natural habitat for decades. British

Columbia recognized this predicament in the 1970s and established the Agricultural Land Reserve.While established to preserve
agricultural land, the Reserve has acted as a de facto urban growth boundary. It has become the cornerstone of a comprehensive planning

approach as embodied in the Livable Region Strategic Plan of the Greater Vancouver Regional District.The Plan has helped guide the
accommodation of an additional million people in the Region over the past 30 years while maintaining productive farmland, important

green space and habitat. Over the last 15 years, the Greater Vancouver Regional District realized a $400 million increase in its total gross
farm receipts, and the area of the ALR has remained relatively constant.This approach offers a model of how metropolitan areas can

provide for growth and maintain farmland and significant habitat while enhancing overall livability.

Sommaire
Depuis des décennies, le Canada est confronté au problème de l’étalement des villes et aux pertes concourantes de terres agricoles et
d’habitats naturels. La Colombie-Britannique a reconnu cette malencontreuse situation dans les années 1970 et a créé une réserve de

terres agricoles (RTA). Établie dans l’intention de protéger le patrimoine agricole, la réserve s’est trouvée, dans les faits, à limiter l’étalement
des villes. Elle est devenue la pierre angulaire d’une méthode de planification d’ensemble qui s’est concrétisée par l’adoption du plan

stratégique de la région habitable du district métropolitain de Vancouver. Ce plan a orienté l’implantation d’un million de personnes de plus
dans la région au cours des 30 dernières années tout en préservant des terres agricoles productives ainsi que des espaces verts et des

habitats importants. Depuis 15 ans, le district métropolitain de Vancouver est parvenu à augmenter de 400 millions de dollars les revenus
bruts des fermes sans changer de façon conséquente la superficie de la RTA. L’approche qu’il a adoptée constitue donc un modèle de la

façon dont les zones urbaines peuvent s’y prendre pour composer avec la croissance tout en préservant les terres agricoles et les habitats
clés et en rehaussant l’habitabilité d’ensemble.

Vegetables being harvested in the Burnaby Big Bend area of the Greater Vancouver Regional District.
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largely unabated. Beyond the immediate
loss of land, the realization is emerging
that metropolitan regions influence land
use patterns up to 100 kilometres
beyond their formal boundaries.3,4

Recent studies1,2,5 confirm that low-
density suburban sprawl has expanded
significantly in Canada since the 1990s.

Accelerated expansion of Canadian
urban areas has been influenced by
locational and housing preferences,
resulting in more land per urban dwelling
with declining average densities going
from 1,030 persons per km2 in 1971 to
796 per km2 in 1996.5 The negative
consequences of this land consumptive
form of urban growth are significant not
only to the viability of the agri-food
industry6 and ecological integrity of the
natural environment,7 but also to the
quality of life of residents. British
Columbia responded to these intense
development pressures with strong
mechanisms aimed at growth management
and the preservation of agricultural land
and natural assets through an integrated
policy approach founded on a long
history of regional planning.

British Columbia’s Agricultural
Land Reserve —A De Facto
Urban Growth Boundary 
The largely mountain and valley terrain
of British Columbia has resulted in keen
historic competition for a limited
developable land base. Rapid post-World
War II growth in the province witnessed
extensive suburbanization.The annual
loss of an estimated 6,000 hectares of
prime agricultural land in the late 1960s
and early 1970s began setting off public
and political alarm bells. In areas like the
Lower Mainland, the clearly visible loss
of high quality farmland and natural
habitat was running counter to the
dominant public concern that was
encapsulated in the 1966 Lower Mainland
official regional plan that was based upon
a vision of “Cities in a Sea of Green.”8

In 1973, with the passage of the Land
Commission Act, a Commission was
appointed to oversee the preservation
of agricultural land and designate the
province-wide Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR).After a consultative process, and
based largely on biophysical attributes,
about five percent of the province’s land
base was found suitable for designation
in the ALR.

The Province’s agricultural land preserva-
tion program was placed into the land
use planning mix to help balance the
forces of urbanization that were
particularly apparent in the high growth
areas of the province.A provincially
inspired zone, within which agriculture
is the use of priority, provided clarity
and strength as a land use tool.With
three exceptions, the Land Commission
Act was subject to no other provincial
legislation (the exceptions are the
Interpretation Act, the Environment and
Land Use Act and the Waste Management
Act).

While the Commission’s duties over the
years have been altered to provide a
sharper focus on its agricultural land
preservation mandate, the original
legislation saw a need to take a more
comprehensive approach. Originally, the
Commission was also charged with
managing “greenbelt land” in and around
urban areas;“land bank land” for urban
and industrial purposes; and “park land
reserves”.While these responsibilities
were eventually removed (1978) from
the mandate, they served to foreshadow
the importance of functional integration
and a regional perspective that formed
the hallmarks of the emerging regional
growth strategy in the Greater Vancouver
Regional District (GVRD).With the
protection of the foodland resource 
has come a number of consequential
benefits. Besides the more obvious
contributions to the health and
economy of the Region, agricultural
lands may provide many ecological
functions (e.g., habitat, soil protection
and water infiltration) and define a
“sense of place” for many communities
across the province. Moreover, the
agricultural land preservation program
has had a positive influence on urban
growth patterns in the province over
the last 30 years.

Building upon the ALR—
The Green Zone and the
Livable Region Strategic Plan 
The ALR provided a strong foundation
for the development of the Green Zone,
a cornerstone of the Livable Region
Strategic Plan, approved by the GVRD
Board with the support of its member
municipalities in 1996.The Plan is the
region’s official growth strategy and is,
in essence, a contract among member

municipalities to achieve region-wide
objectives.The Green Zone comprises
about 205,520 hectares or two thirds 
of the region’s area and delineates lands
protected from intensive urban
development. Four types of regionally
significant lands make up the Green
Zone: community health lands (drinking
watersheds, flood plains) ecologically
important areas (wetlands, forests),
renewable resource lands (agriculture,
forestry areas) and outdoor recreation
and scenic lands.Together, a reservoir of
ecological capital for the region has
been established upon which food
production and wildlife habitat;
recreational, aesthetic and ecological
services; and health and other benefits
are derived.

GVRD’s Farmland Has Been Gradually
Stabilized in the Face of Steady

Population Increases

The GVRD has realized a population increase
of over 900,000 from 1971 to 2001.

Within the GVRD there are currently about
64,700 ha. in the ALR. During the 26-year
period between 1974 and 2000, the ALR has
seen a total net loss of about 5.680 ha.

The annual average net loss of land in the
GVRD’s ALR has been gradually dropping.
From a high of 405 ha. per year on average
between 1979 - 1983 to a low of 85 ha.
during the 1994-1998 period.
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Recognizing the need to protect what is
most important first, the establishment
of the Green Zone was the first piece
in preparing the Livable Region Strategic
Plan. It defined the framework for the
plan and supported the Plan’s other key
policies of building complete communities,
achieving a compact metropolitan region
and increasing transportation choice.

Integration of agricultural lands within
the network of “green” lands is a unique,
but effective,“Smart Growth” tool 
for land conservation and growth
management.The region’s ALR, less a
small portion, comprises about 26 percent
of the Green Zone. Municipalities have
designated their Green Zone lands, and
substantial changes trigger a plan revision
that ultimately requires the approval of
the GVRD Board of Directors. Since the
Livable Region Strategic Plan was adopted
in 1996, the area of the ALR in the
region has decreased only marginally
(0.3 percent).

Integrating the “browner” working
agricultural lands (which are largely
private) with “green” lands (most of
which are public) in this framework also
highlights sometimes-competing values.
An implementation agreement between
the GVRD and Provincial Agricultural
Land Commission recognizes these
values and strives for a sustainable
balance.The agreement specifies how
both organizations are jointly committed
to preserving the ALR, enhancing
agriculture in Greater Vancouver and
achieving the goals of the Livable Region
Strategy. For ALR lands within the
Green Zone, ensuring that farming
remains a viable business undertaking 
is an essential implementation action.
Similarly, protection of conservation
features, wildlife corridors and provision
of parks and outdoor recreation
opportunities are recognized as

important activities taking place in the
Green Zone, including ALR lands.

The ALR and GVRD’s Green Zones
have acted as springboards for a series
of supporting initiatives.The development
by the province of the “Strengthening
Farming Program” in the mid-1990s
fosters partnerships between local
governments, the farm community and
the province. In turn, this has assisted
the appointment of local “agricultural
advisory committees” and completion
of agricultural land use inventories,
geographic information systems initiatives,
agricultural area plans, and “edge planning”
to help lessen farm/non-farm conflicts.
A Farmland and Wildlife Trust has been
created and is addressing farm and

wildlife issues in a spirit of cooperation
and mutual benefit for both interests.
A new federal/provincial environmental
farm planning initiative is also being
launched by the British Columbia
Agriculture Council.As well, the GVRD
has an agricultural advisory committee
that advises the Board on agricultural
matters.

Municipalities play a critical role in the
sustainability of agriculture and function
as the primary “gatekeepers” of the
ALR.Applications to remove land from
the ALR, subdivide lands or carry out 
a non-farm use are first received by
municipalities.Aspects concerning rural-
urban interfaces, compatibility of adjacent
land uses, and infrastructure including
drainage, water supply and road systems
are under municipal purview. Many
municipalities with significant agricultural
areas in the region have developed
supportive agricultural policies and plans as
expressed within their official community
plans and agricultural area plans.

Collectively, all of these tools provide
“on-the-ground” connectedness
between municipal planning processes,
regional policy directions and provincial
objectives focused on the Region’s rural,
agricultural and natural areas.

Agricultural lands make up about one quarter of the Green Zone, lands for no urban development within the GVRD
Livable Region Strategic Plan.
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Ultimately, the philosophy of responsible
regional growth management in the
GVRD has embraced the agri-food and
environmental interests within the
planning mainstream in a largely
harmonizing rather than confrontational
manner.As a result, agriculture and
habitat issues are no longer planning
afterthoughts. Policy development has
moved beyond the question of land use
preservation.

But challenges do remain. Ensuring an
appropriate urban/rural “fit” for the
long term is still being addressed.
Balancing habitat conservation and the
economics of farming continues to be
an issue. Concerns related to greenhouse
operations located in areas of wildlife
significance, particularly the Pacific
Flyway, and on prime agricultural soils
are under consideration. Regulatory
requirements on agricultural lands are
numerous, variable and somewhat
uncoordinated throughout the region,
which can be a disincentive to farming.
Issues relating to air quality include
decreased crop productivity owing to
poor air quality and contributions of air
contaminants from some agricultural
operations. Further attention is also
needed to the establishment of local
markets, the processing of agricultural
products, and the realization of synergies
with other activities. Doing so will serve
to enhance local economies, improve
efficiencies and advance the goal of
sustainable agriculture in the region.

Managing growth in a manner that bridges
economic prosperity, community well-
being and environmental integrity is a
challenge that is currently front and
centre in GVRD’s Sustainable Region
Initiative.As challenges are met, an
important difference in the GVRD
approach is the recognition that the
“green essentials” of the Region are not
only protected but make crucial,
complementary and integrated
contributions to evolving regional
strategies and municipal community 
plan policies. �

Barry Smith is a planner with the BC Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries and previously
worked for the BC Provincial Agricultural Land
Commission. He is currently involved in the
coordination of the Strengthening Farming Program
of the Ministry – a program designed to work with
local governments and the farm industry to resolve
land use conflicts and support planning for
agriculture. He can be reached at:
Barry.Smith@gems4.gov.bc.ca

Susan Haid is a Senior Environmental Planner
with the Greater Vancouver Regional District, Policy
and Planning Department. She works on planning
and implementation of the Green Zone, the ‘green
lands’ in the region’s official growth strategy, the
Livable Region Strategic Plan.This involves
measures to protect agricultural lands and
enhance agricultural viability as well as strategies
and tools to sustain the region’s ecological viability.
Susan can be reached at: susan.haid@gvrd.bc.ca
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February 17, 2003, saw the introduction
of the world’s most ambitious urban

road charging scheme. Motorists entering
the central area of London, England, on
weekdays between 7:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
paid a £5 fee (C$12).The area affected
is known as the congestion charge zone
(“the zone”) and comprises eight square
miles (21 km2) in the heart of the city—
about the same size as the central area
of Toronto. Exemptions and discounts
apply to a number of vehicles, including
those that perform critical public services
and those that are environmentally
friendly. Mechanically the system works
much like Ontario’s Highway 407 with
licence plates being automatically
photographed and bills sent out to car
owners based on that information.

Expectations for the scheme ran high.
Transport for London (TfL) had set
specific objectives to reduce traffic levels
inside the zone by 10 to 15 percent; cut
traffic delays by 15 to 25 percent inside
the zone; and increase speeds by 10 to
15 percent inside the zone.

Why Now?
London is a great world city, home to
7.4 million people, place of employment

for 4.5 million people and tourist mecca
for 13.5 million visitors from around 
the world every year.1 (pg. 26) During the
past decade, population has risen by 
7.2 percent, with growth rates most
pronounced in inner London. Rapid
growth in employment over the same
period has concentrated in central
London, resulting in a 14 percent rise 
in morning peak trips.2 TfL forecasts a
15 per cent increase in demand for
underground, rail and bus service in the
next 10 years.Vehicle traffic is expected
to increase by 4.5 to 7.5 percent.

According to the United Kingdom
Department of Transport, congestion in
central London was six times as bad as
a typical British city in 2002. It took more
than four minutes to drive one kilometre
in central London3,4 In other words,
Londoners were facing two to three
minutes of delay for every kilometre
travelled. Congestion in London is
estimated to cost the economy about 
£2 billion each year.1

Prompted by rising concerns about 
the economic and environmental
consequences of congestion, the national
government set out to explore how
congestion charging might work in central
London. Subsequently, Greater London
Authority legislation was passed that,
among other things, enabled the Mayor
to introduce a road charging scheme.

Does It Work?
Six months after its implementation, we
must ask,“Is the congestion charge a
bold new initiative with social, economic
and environmental benefits? Or is it a
‘nuisance’ tax harming economic activity
in central London?” At its best, the
London congestion charge scheme is
viewed as a bold new initiative with the

Congestion Charging Helps
London Get a Move On

by Marni Cappe

Summary
Congestion charging was introduced into central London one year ago.The scheme has exceeded expectations, having achieved significant

reductions in congestion levels. Canadian cities have much to learn from this bold initiative.

Sommaire
Des frais d’utilisation sont imposés dans les secteurs congestionnés de Londres depuis maintenant un an. Le programme a dépassé 

toutes les attentes et causé des réductions importantes de la congestion. Les villes du Canada ont tout à apprendre de cette mesure 
des plus résolues.

Congestion Charge Zone
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potential for addressing several public
policy challenges, such as the economics
of congestion; the environmental effects
of intensive/extensive automobile usage;
the social effects of long commuting
times and delays; and the financial burden
of transportation infrastructure.

At its worst, congestion charges are seen
as an intrusion into personal mobility
choices with the potential for decreasing
commercial activity in the central area.

From the day it was introduced, the
congestion charging scheme exceeded
expectations for increasing mobility and
speed around London. Comparing May
2002 to March 2003, we can make the
following observations:
• Traffic within the zone is down by 

16 percent.
• 150,000 fewer car trips are being made

each day into, out of, and through the
zone; a reduction of 38 percent
(figure 1).

• Overall, the time taken for journeys
to central London has decreased by
14 percent.

• Public transport is accommodating up
to 130,000 more passengers every day.

• TfL created 11,000 additional bus
spaces for the morning rush hour.

• Bus delays inside the charging zone
because of traffic congestion fell by
50 percent in the first 10 weeks.

Congestion is down but so are net
revenue forecasts. Revised estimates for
first year revenues from congestion
charging stand at £63 to £66 million,
only about half of the original forecast.
The primary reason for the shortfall is
the higher-than-expected reduction in
the number of vehicles entering the zone
and paying the charge. Net revenues, by
law, must be reinvested in improving
transportation within Greater London.

It is too soon to draw conclusions about
the effect of congestion charging on
businesses. However, a preliminary survey
of businesses conducted three months
after the introduction of the charge
showed that more than two-thirds of
respondents believed that congestion
charging was working. General benefits
accrue to business when deliveries and
employees enjoy faster journey times.
Against this, some businesses experience
an increase in operational costs because
of the charge—an impact felt most acutely
by small businessmen. Concerns that
shoppers are deterred from coming into
London because of the charge have
prompted an outcry from some retailers.
One department store chairman cited
the congestion charge as responsible for
a downturn in sales at its flagship Oxford
Street store. By contrast, other businesses
have identified the general economic
downturn and fear of terrorism as more
important factors hurting retail sales.

Some of the biggest problems early on
related to administration and enforcement.5

This has put the spotlight on TfL’s private-
public partnership with Capita, a firm
contracted to deliver a critical range 
of customer service functions.TfL
acknowledged ongoing concerns and, in
July 2003, renegotiated Capita’s contract
to ensure further improvements in the
quality of service. Capita will receive 
an extra £31 million (C$70 million)
over four and a half years to employ
additional staff and, in return, must
improve data quality, customer care, and
enforcement and compliance measures.
The announcement of additional
payments to Capita triggered some
controversy, with many viewing this as
an unjust reward for a job poorly done.

To date, the congestion charging scheme
appears to be meeting its prime
objective and, in the process, is helping
the Greater London Authority and the
government meet other important
environmental and social objectives,
such as the following:
• tackling traffic congestion, improving

air quality and the environment, and
promoting healthier means of travel;

• supporting London’s world-city
functions by reducing congestion,
improving public transport and
improving the city’s international links;

• promoting social inclusion and
regeneration by reinvesting in transport
links to provide greater accessibility
and foster economic development;
and

• making London’s streets and transport
systems safer and more comfortable.

Lessons for Canada
Congestion charging in London seems to
be working.While it may be too soon
to celebrate the scheme’s success, it is
likely that congestion charging is here 
to stay. But what about its applicability
to Canadian cities? Are the factors
contributing to success in London
relevant to Toronto or Montréal or
Vancouver, for example?

Six important lessons that can be drawn
from the London experience are listed
below.

• The self-evident truth is that a
congestion charge should only be
considered if the primary objective 
is to reduce levels of congestion.
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Conversely, a congestion charge should
not be introduced if the primary
objective is to raise revenue for funding
infrastructure. Other types of road
pricing schemes or taxes should be
considered instead. Congestion
charge proponents need to manage
expectations about the amount of
revenue likely to be generated.

• Before embarking on a congestion
charge program in Canada, local
conditions must be thoroughly
reviewed, including traffic patterns,
levels of congestion, economic effects
of congestion, and nature and level of
retail activity downtown.At the same
time, local land use and economic
development plans must be taken
into account to ensure that the
introduction of congestion charges
does not infringe on any other local
objectives.

• A good public transport system needs
to be in place before a congestion
charge is introduced. Investment in
infrastructure is required up front,
before the rewards (even if modest)
of congestion charge revenue can be
realized. Congestion charging will not
work until people have confidence that
buses or subways offer a reliable and
efficient alternative to the automobile.

• Political leadership at the local level is
critical.This is particularly important
since it is highly likely that a proposal
for congestion charging in Canada
would not be popular. Resources will
be needed to develop a comprehensive
public consultation and information
program.

• A cautious approach to public-private
partnerships is warranted, in light of
London’s experience. Expectations
about risks and rewards must be laid
out ahead of time.The public must be
made aware of the nature of the private
sector’s involvement to minimize the
amount of misinformation disseminated.

• The devil is in the details.The effective
hours of congestion charging must be
appropriate for capturing the peak
congestion period but not so extensive
as to dampen off-peak commercial

and entertainment activities.The system
must be user friendly. In Canadian
cities, where alternatives to downtown
shopping and entertainment already
prevail, it would be important not to
establish systemic barriers to going
downtown.

Conclusion
Congestion charging is a single, but
important, tool with the potential to
alleviate congested urban areas and
enhance public transport ridership.
Shortly after its implementation in
February 2003, economic, social and
environmental benefits were already
apparent in London.Already, shorter
journey times and fewer vehicles in
central London were contributing to an
improved quality of life for commuters
and residents.

The scheme has now been operating for
one year. More recent analysis based on
the first six months validate the early
results. Overall, traffic levels are down by
16 percent, car movements are down by
30 percent, and congestion within central
London has decreased by 30 percent.6

Canada’s largest cities have much to learn
from the London example.The time is
right for serious consideration. �

Marni Cappe, MCIP, RPP, is a consultant
living in London where she completed a research
paper for Infrastructure Canada,“Congestion
Charging: A Look at London, England”(September
2003).This article is drawn from the findings of
the paper, which was based on a six-month review
of the congestion charging scheme.
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A central London street in the congestion charge zone.
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TREES VERSUS POWER LINES:
Priorities and Implications in

Nova Scotia
by Stan Kochanoff

Since the dawn of electricity, trees and
overhead utility lines have lived in

conflict.Weather elements like ice, snow
or heavy winds cause power and
communication outages because of
fallen limbs from weather-ravaged trees.
This usually results in inconvenience to
the power utility company and its
customers. Combating damages caused
by trees in close proximity to utility
distribution lines has resulted in
skyrocketing maintenance costs.
Cutbacks on in-house arboricultural
staff for line clearing work have added
to higher maintenance costs for
electrical utility companies. Much of this
work is now being contracted out to
professional arboricultural firms to
lessen the workloads for line clearing
and storm damage.

Summary
While trees hide and soften our city streets from overhead wires, they continue to create tension between the utility carriers, homeowners
and the people charged with the stewardship of trees all across North America.This conflict was dramatically manifested in Halifax, Nova
Scotia following the visit of Hurricane Juan in the fall of 2003. Juan wreaked millions of dollars of damages to the urban forest and caused
major power and communication disruptions for the citizens of Halifax Regional Municipality.This article looks at the problems of balancing
aesthetics with trees and power lines on our urban and rural streetscapes along with new strategies by utility companies and their potential

impact on our urban forest.

Sommaire
Alors que les arbres étoffent les rues des villes en dissimulant les fils aériens, ils continuent néanmoins de susciter des tensions entre les

fournisseurs de services utilitaires, les propriétaires de maison et les personnes responsables de la gestion et protection des arbres à
l’échelle de l’Amérique du Nord. Ce conflit s’est manifesté de façon dramatique à Halifax (Nouvelle-Écosse) après le passage de l’ouragan
Juan à l’automne 2003, qui a causé des millions de dollars de dommages à la forêt urbaine, en plus de gravement perturber l’alimentation

en électricité et les réseaux de communication pour les citoyens de la municipalité régionale de Halifax. Cet article est consacré à la
difficulté de faire la part entre l’esthétique et les lignes de transport d’électricité dans les paysages urbains et des rues ainsi qu’aux

nouvelles stratégies retenues par les fournisseurs de services utilitaires et leur incidence possible sur la forêt urbaine.

Tree pruned to accommodate wires.
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Many new developments also experience
line clearance problems associated with
providing power and other utilities in
heavily forested and hard-to-service
developments.As a result, utility
companies have become more
demanding with wider tree and
vegetation clearance requirements
adding to the costs for developers.

“Plant the Right Tree in the
Right Place”
In 1999, the Nova Scotia Power
Corporation (NSP) in association with
Landscape Nova Scotia (LNS), the
provincial landscape-nursery association,
launched the “Plant the Right Tree in the
Right Place” Program.The fundamental
program objective was to reduce the
conflict between trees and power lines
by discouraging tree planting (other
than low-height tree species) in close
proximity to power lines.The new
guidelines for municipalities and
developers under the program are as
follows:
• Tall (18 metre/60 feet +) and medium

growing (12 metre/40 feet) trees are
no longer to be planted under or
within six metres (20 feet) of the
transmission right-of-way.

• Only trees growing to a maximum
height of 4.5 metres (15 feet) are
allowed to be planted under and
within six metres (20 feet) of
transmission lines.

Even now, NSP is spending more on
vegetation management than in any
previous time in the company’s history.
Their forestry staff is quick to point out
that they share many of the common
values for public safety, health of trees
and the aesthetics of the urban
environment held by local government
and the general public. However, they
also point out that the corporation is a
cost-based private sector utility and is
responsible to its shareholders for its
bottom-line. It is NSP’s belief that the
savings in maintenance and vegetation
management under the program should
increase the corporation’s long-term
savings and help to hold down the
future cost of power to customers.

Landscape Nova Scotia’s
Perspective
For LNS, the program provides a
number of benefits. First of all, the

program positions LNS as industry
experts and promotes their consultation
and advice when selecting plants and
trees. LNS provides assistance to the
homeowner when making decisions
about the choice of plant material,
growing requirements and growth
patterns.The program is offered to both
rural and suburban communities and is
not specifically targeted to the urban
community. LNS also promotes good
planting practice by sponsoring, in

partnership with NSP, awards of
excellence for the program.

Issues Arising
Recently, criticism by local government
has been levelled at the Plant the Right
Tree in the Right Place Program. In
particular, there is concern about 
Nova Scotia’s future urban forest.Will
communities be environment friendly if
the urban forest is composed of small
ornamental trees under power lines
instead of the large, more traditional,
shade trees? Critics have argued that
smaller trees with a compact foliage
canopy will not be effective in reducing
the battle against heat island build up in
urban areas.

Halifax Regional Municipality, known as
the “City of Trees,” has raised serious
concerns about the program and is
considering an appeal to the Nova Scotia
Review and Utility Board regarding the
program’s reasonableness.The municipality
is also concerned about the doubling of

pruning standards under the program.
The impact of the new pruning standards
has been noticeable and has generated
complaints with respect to streetscape
aesthetics. Finally, the municipality
believes that if it gives in to the program’s
new pruning standards, it will lose a
significant number of mature urban
trees within the urban core.The
aggressiveness of the program has
raised the question of the municipality’s
role in the regulation of vegetation

under power lines and whether or not
municipalities should be able to set
standards for utility providers.

Solutions
At first glance, the Plant the Right Tree
in the Right Place Program appears to
have a lot of merit and, if successful,
could save utility companies millions of
dollars on line clearance and maintenance
costs. Fewer power and other utility
disruptions owing to storm damage to
lines from overhead trees will certainly
make customers happier.With fewer
problems and less maintenance, the
demand for contract work to professional
arboricultural firms will be reduced.
However, there is a dark side to the
program which has been voiced by a
number of municipalities concerned
with the slash and burn effect that
aggressive tree cutback and planting
standards promote.

Is there an alternative solution that
would resolve the conflict between

The future urban forest?
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trees and power lines? Among the
alternatives that have been considered
are the following:

Underground wiring: Underground wiring
costs are still prohibitive, two to 10 times
as much as overhead wiring, depending
on terrain, subgrade and root problems.
Tree planting would also have to be
restricted in areas where underground
utilities right-of-ways are designated.

Larger green strips: Another alternative
would be to provide better setbacks for
municipal tree plantings by providing
larger green-strip areas or planting on
homeowners’ properties where space
permits.

Hendricks Cable System: A third option
would be bundling utility lines into a
central cable system called a Hendricks
System such as practised in some
municipalities.The Hendricks Cable
system presently costs 35 percent more
than a traditional unbundled cable
system.

Whether such alternatives are considered
or not, I believe that the future of the
urban forest depends on better planning
and mutual cooperation between
municipalities, developers and utility
providers.With this in mind, I offer the
following recommendations:

• Local government planners and
engineers need to collaborate more
on site projects with developers to
ensure the proper placement of
street trees.

• More space for tree planting needs
to be provided. In other words, the
traditional three-foot green strip
under the wires that is the current
norm in urban housing developments
is not acceptable.

• Encouragement, or even incentives,
should be offered by local government
or utility companies to homeowners
or developers with respect to setting
trees back on private property
appropriately distant from power lines.

• Emphasis should be put on placing
more utility lines underground or
bundling utilities into a central cable
system such as the Hendricks Cable.

• Consideration should be given to
providing more space for trees to
grow by planting trees in tree island
groupings where there is less conflict
with overhead and underground wires.

Conclusion
The conflict between trees and power
lines is universal in Canada. It boils down
to the tension between the maintenance
needs of utility companies and their

customers and local governments’
desire to maintain the aesthetic quality
of tree-lined streetscapes. No simple
solution has yet been found to this
question. However, there are alternatives,
which can and should be considered,
that will balance the pragmatic needs 
of utility providers, including the need
to lower maintenance costs, with the
aesthetic and environmental concerns 
of communities. �

Stan Kochanoff, MCIP, Landscape Architect,
Planner and Consulting Arborist, is President of
Environova Planning Group Inc., Bedford and
Falmouth, Nova Scotia.

Urban Heat Reduction Island
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As each winter semester comes to a close, planning
students across the country prepare to shift from the

wonderful freedom of student life to the dreary routine of 
co-op and summer jobs. Once again, that time of transition is
upon us. Fear not.The Canadian Institute of Planners provides
services to student members that can assist those interested
in the job search. Even better, most of these services are easily
available, in both French and English, through the CIP Web site.

A good starting point for anyone looking for a job is, of course,
the resumé. I will spare you the details of writing one, as I am
sure that that has been preached over and over again during
those “career” workshops that explore the benefits of writing
your name in various fonts.You should keep in mind that CIP
provides a service for its student members whereby you can
post your resumé on the CIP Web site for free.This allows
you to have an on-line copy of your resumé with a URL that is
well regarded and professionally maintained. In addition, if you
are thinking of improving your resumé, the CIP Web page is a
great place to look for design and format ideas.To post your
resumé, please send a copy in MS Word, or as a PDF file, to
Kimberly McCarthy-Kearney at: mccarthykk@cip-icu.ca 

If you are trying to figure out where you could work, think
broadly at first.You are definitely not restricted to taking the
first planning job that comes your way. Furthermore, you
actually want to learn something from your experience and
not end up at the receiving end of the photocopier.Think big.
Try to apply for your dream job.Apply in another city or
province, or even another country.Apply for different venues
of planning.You could work for a regional government or a
conservation agency. Provincial and federal ministries and
departments also look for planners.Try the private sector
through architectural firms or landscape consultants.The
experience might be worth the effort.

If you are interested in job ideas, try reading the revamped
Plan 2 Plan newsletter. Plan 2 Plan is the monthly write-up we
prepare for planning students across Canada.What we cover,
in collaboration with other students, is an overview of
attention-grabbing thesis ideas, out-of-the-ordinary job
experiences and any other planning-related information that 
is of interest.We have recently been seeking input from
planning students from all over Canada to present a regional
perspective. If you would like to receive the newsletter, simply
send an e-mail with SUBSCRIBE P2P in the subject line to
plan2plan@cip-icu.ca.The body of the e-mail should include
your province or state of residence. Growth of the e-mail
subscription list is only by referral and addresses are protected.

What about an internship? Many people have furthered their
work experience in other countries through partnerships with
other Canadian private and non-profit organizations involved
with international planning. CIP offers internships for recent
graduates who would like to gain overseas work experience
while getting a paycheque as well. Not a bad deal at all. CIP
has found placements for almost 50 students in more than 20
developing countries. Some recent destinations include
Argentina, Brazil, Guyana,Trinidad and Vietnam.

On another note, if you would like to learn more about the
actual inner workings of the planning profession, then you
might be interested in the Professional Practice Manual prepared
by David Witty, a well-known and highly regarded member of
CIP.The manual offers “contemporary, practical advice on all
aspects of planning, case studies depicting real-life scenarios, a
comprehensive review of ethics and standards, an insightful
perspective on the planning profession in Canada and a cross-
section of specific practice-related information for students
learning the profession.” Information about the manual can be
found through the Institute Publications link of the CIP Web page.

Information about the programs that CIP offers can be found
through the Student Zone link of the CIP Web page. �

Mark TeKamp
mtekamp@dal.ca

THE LEARNING CURVE

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

Plan Canada encourages Canadian planners and urban designers
to submit articles related to various urban design issues and 

best practices. 

For more information, please contact
Sinisa (Sonny) Tomic, Senior Urban Designer

Downtown Planning Section
Land Use Planning and Policy #8117

Planning, Development and Assessment Department 
City of Calgary, Alberta, Canada P2P 2M5

T: 403-268-5921  • F: 403-268-3542
E: sonny.tomic@calgary.ca
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hat forces create cities that are
different from one another?
Alex Marshall uses this question

as the starting point for a sensible look at
cities, suburbs, sprawl and New Urbanism.

Marshall, a journalist and student of
architecture and urban design, recognizes
the formative roles of politics and
economics, but considers transportation
to be the foundation of cities. Many cities
began at harbours or river mouths or
crossroads; these external transportation
systems, and the systems within each
city, shape each city’s character.

The author examines four American
places with different internal transportation
systems: Portland, Oregon; Silicon Valley,
California; Jackson Heights, New York
City; and Celebration, Florida.

Portland has channeled development
into an urban-growth boundary, thus
curbing sprawl. Silicon Valley is a sprawling
landscape of industrial campuses and
parking lots.A neighbourhood in New
York City, Jackson Heights is an early
1900s subway suburb. Celebration, a
New-Urbanist town founded by the
Walt Disney Company, has attractive
houses and shopping streets but, in
Marshall’s estimation, is still a suburb at
the end of a highway off-ramp.

Some people blame zoning for sprawl.
For Marshall (page 11),“Zoning . . . only
tidies up decisions [dictated by] the
marketplace and the physical
infrastructure.” Sprawl is created by
transportation decisions that use urban
highways and six-lane arterials rather
than modest roads. People must drive
rather than walk. Businesses and other
land uses need large parking lots, and
grow larger themselves to serve wide
catchment areas.

Marshall (page 56) quotes
Lewis Mumford, writing
about transportation in
1958:

The purpose of
transportation is to
bring people and goods
to places where they
are needed, and to
concentrate the
greatest variety of
goods and people
within a limited area,
in order to widen the
possibility of choice
without making it
necessary to travel.

Marshall (page 57) wants
this quote “stapled to the
head of every policy
maker in every city hall
and state capitol.” Ouch.

How Cities Work evaluates
New Urbanism, the most
influential movement in
city design in the past
half-century. Marshall’s
verdict (page 108) is
negative:“That these
[New Urbanist developments] . . .,
located miles from the center city, low
in density, completely isolated, limited in
their income appeal, composed almost
entirely of homeowners and without
businesses, could be called ‘urban’ is the
height of absurdity.” 

New Urbanists such as Andres Duany
and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk emphasize
neo-traditional design but have not
addressed sprawl. Marshall is more
favourable toward Peter Calthorpe1,
whose transit-oriented design pays
attention to transportation systems.

Marshall is too harsh on New Urbanism.
The juggernaut of urban sprawl will not
be stopped easily.The New Urbanist
attention to walkability, streetscapes and
local retail captures attractive features
of older neighbourhoods, but those
lessons need to be applied on a much
wider scale.

While Marshall criticizes New Urbanism,
he is no fan of sprawl, calling it harmful
to the poor and the elderly and
environmentally destructive. In an
interesting cultural observation, he
considers modern paintings and movies,
which often use older towns as their
setting, calling to mind stability or

BOOK REVIEW

How Cities Work: 
Suburbs, Sprawl and the Road not Taken

by Alex Marshall. Austin: University of Texas Press; 2000:243 pp. ISBN 0 292 75240 7

Reviewed by Ken O’Brien

W
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nostalgia. Few artists choose modern
suburbs as their subject. In a tongue-in-
cheek comment on the typical disaster
movie, Marshall (page 61) writes,“No
one can work up a good goddamn about
whether the lava is going to get the
Wal-Mart.”

So what is his solution to sprawl? Plan
the roads. In 1811, a state commission
laid out a street plan for New York City
that shaped the Big Apple for more 
than a century. In 1905, planner Daniel
Burnham2 wrote of San Francisco,“A city
plan must ever deal mainly with the
direction and width of its streets.”
Imagine if sprawling places like Houston
or Florida’s Dade County had laid out a
coherent street plan early on.

The weakness of Marshall’s solution is
that it oversimplifies the process of
urban development. Road design is not

the work of planners; it falls mainly to
transportation engineers. It will take
more than saying,“No more six-lane
arterials” to reshape cities. One key is
getting planners and transportation
engineers onside, to consider vehicles as
well as pedestrians and walkable streets.

Marshall acknowledges that suburban life
can be pleasant; certainly, millions of
people choose to live there.To their credit,
New Urbanists are trying to shape future
suburbs to make them more compact.
But until population growth levels off, or
until people accept more intensification
in older neighbourhoods, cities will
continue to grow at their edges, far from
downtown.

Despite the shortcomings of Marshall’s
solution to urban sprawl, his engaging
style makes the book worthwhile for its
thoughtful insights into our cities. �
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CORRECTIONS
Listed below are details of errata from previous issues:

In the Fall 2003 article entitled “Politics and Planning:Ten Lessons from an Old Campaigner” by Art Cowie, the correct web site
address for Daniel Burnham should be: http://www.architechgallery.com/arch_info/artists_pages/burnham_bio.html

In the Winter 2003 article entitled “The Process of Changing Process: Planning Technologies and Variance Review” by Ari
Goelman, the text should read “By the late 1990s, GIS was in use in approximately eighty percent of the larger city and county
planning agencies in the United States.” 

We offer our apologies to our readers for any confusion these errors may have caused.
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In today’s global society, similar building
types spread rapidly across the

continent.The same residential types,
the same chain stores, the same big
boxes, the same drive-throughs make
new areas indistinguishable from one
city to another.With many cities
competing fiercely to attract investors,
businesses and an educated work force,
the difference is often defined by quality
of life, a lively downtown, parks and
recreation opportunities. Local heritage
can play a significant role in creating
“spirit of place”, or genius loci, as a
defining element of a city’s character
and identity.

The concept of genius loci expands the
idea of heritage value beyond the usual
structural limitation (i.e., a building,
bridge or artefact) to a larger notion
including “context” and “place”. In an
urban environment, heritage context
implies not only well-preserved
buildings with a long history, but also
the scale, massing, character and
typology that helped to create the
specific environment (such as downtown
or main street). For example, in a farm
complex, heritage value may be found
not only in the residence, but also in the
barn, the silo, the row of trees leading
to the farm, and the specific views

toward this complex from a raised point
in the landscape. In other words, value
stems from site context or place as well
as from the individual structure.

From Liability to Asset –
A New Approach to Heritage
Conservation

As proven time and again across Canada,
current conservation legislation and
policies are not enough to protect built
heritage and cultural landscapes.
Consequently, too many buildings are
lost because of neglect, or because the
cost of conservation is perceived to be
too high, or because an appropriate 
use for the building cannot be found.
A study conducted for the Architectural
Conservancy of Ontario by Professor
Shipley of the University of Waterloo in
20011 identified more than 400 historically
significant structures in the province
that had been demolished over the
previous 15 years. Building codes are
not lenient on old structures and, with
some exceptions, government incentives
to keep and restore them are few and
limited. Even when structures manage to
remain standing, they are often deprived
of their context and remain as “islands of
time” in the middle of new developments.

Few developers seem to be aware that
a heritage structure is a unique asset,
valuable, marketable and hard or impossible
to replicate.There are exceptions.A few
recent examples show how successfully
heritage structures can be reused,
rehabilitated and integrated into new
developments.A great example is a

URBAN DESIGN

Our Built Heritage– From Liability to Asset
by Alex Taranu

Summary
Planners must promote a broad concept of heritage based on “context”, “character of place” and “integration”.We have to understand the
value that heritage can have in our cities’ quests to re-establish character and identity.The key is not only to “preserve”, but also to re-use

and integrate; to understand that heritage as an asset. By understanding the history of place and its character, we can achieve this
objective, using built heritage and cultural landscapes as “anchors of memory” that tie the past to the present and future.

Sommaire
Les urbanistes se doivent de préconiser une large notion du patrimoine, englobant le « contexte », le « caractère de l’endroit » et

l’« intégration ». Nous devons comprendre la valeur que peut avoir le patrimoine alors que les villes tentent de réaffirmer leur caractère 
et leur identité. La clé est non seulement de « préserver », mais aussi de réutiliser et d’intégrer et de comprendre le patrimoine comme

étant un atout. En comprenant l’histoire d’un endroit et son caractère, il devient possible d’atteindre cet objectif et de se servir du
patrimoine bâti et des paysages culturels pour ancrer le passé au présent et à l’avenir.

The Peel Heritage Complex.
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recently constructed residential
development in North York designed
around a heritage farmhouse. Instead of
demolishing the old farm or replacing it
with a little monument or plaque, the
developer integrated the entire
complex, including the access alley, row
of trees, house and barn into the new
neighbourhood as a community park
and centre.A new breed of developer is
proving that integrating heritage structures
with modern developments can also be
economically viable and attractive to an
increasingly sophisticated public.The
expanding niche market for loft
conversions, particularly of industrial
heritage buildings, and full heritage areas
rehabilitated as arts and entertainment
complexes are cases in point.

Many property owners are reluctant to
have their buildings given heritage status
fearing obstacles to their renovation
and loss in property value. However,
examples such as the Unionville area in
Markham show that, in contrast, a
Heritage District designation, together
with comprehensive policies and design
guidelines, and a strong spirit of place or
context, can contribute to the economic
success of an area. High property values
alone are a testament to this fact.

Heritage as the Source of
Inspiration for Design

I believe that municipalities should build
on such successes by taking the initiative
and creating heritage conservation
policies and guidelines that promote a
broad design concept of heritage based
on “context”,“character of place” and
“integration”. In other words, municipalities
should incorporate the concept of
“spirit of place” into their heritage
conservation program philosophy.

While architects are tempted to replicate,
simplify and stylize the models of the
past, all too often heritage has become
a “theme” without substance; a superficial
coating. I believe that once the fury of
modernism has passed, architects will
once again pay attention to the lessons
of the glorious buildings of the past,
typified by their subtle harmonies,
proportions of scale, attention to detail,
and careful use and juxtaposition of
materials. For Canadian planners, more
sophisticated urban design and
conservation approaches are needed
that include a full understanding of the
concept of “contextualism”.This means
that planners must be able to ensure
that modern structures are respectful 
of and relate to their historic context
through appropriate massing, scale,
articulation, detailing and materials.

Conclusion

The constraints to preserving built
heritage are many: legislation, standards,
costs, lack of incentives, lack of skilled
craftspersons, and insufficient adequate
materials can all create problems.
However, these constraints are not
insurmountable. Successful projects
across Canada demonstrate that with
determination, proper tools, talent and
skill, heritage structures can and will
remain valuable assets defining the
character and identity of our neighbour-
hoods, towns and cities. Furthermore,
these assets can and should be conserved
in such a way that they are true to their
context and reinforce a place’s history
and character. �

Alex Taranu, OAA, MRAIC, MCIP, RPP, is
Manager, Urban Design and Public Buildings, City
of Brampton, Ontario; and activity coordinator of
the Ontario Professional Planners Institute’s Urban
Design Working Group and of the Canadian
Institute of Planner’s National Urban Design
Interest Group. He can be contacted at:
alex.taranu@city.brampton.on.ca

A downtown Toronto heritage integration at St James.
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A view of downtown Brampton from City Hall.
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Keynote speakers / Conférenciers  
Jaime Lerner - Urban and Regional Planning professor at the School of Architecture 

and Urban Planning of the Federal University of Parana (Brazil).   
Il est professeur en Planification urbaine et régionale à l'École d'architecture et 

planification urbaine de l'Université fédérale de Parana (Brésil). 
 

Dr. Avi Friedman - co-founder and current director of the Affordable Homes Program at the 
McGill School of Architecture and a syndicated columnist for Southam newspapers. 

Il est le fondateur et le directeur du Programme d'habitation abordable à l'Université McGill. 

www.cip-icu.ca/english/conference/conf2004.htm 

Early bird registration deadline May 21!  
Épargnez en vous inscrivant tôt, avant le 21 mai! 

• Moving Obstacles looks at the challenges in 
planning cities, the potential transformation of 
cities, and moving the roadblocks that prevent 
cities from addressing the challenges.  

• Moving Ideas examines urban innovations 
and cities on a roll.  

• Diversity is the key to Moving Together, 
considering our urban mix and how we come 

together to harness our collective energy.  
• Moving Forward focuses on 

measuring successes in making the 
grade, studies visionary city building 

and prepares for the next generation. 

• Notre thème L’élimination des obstacles 
traite des défis de l'urbanisme, les 
transformations potentielles des villes, et  
de la façon d'écarter les barrières qui 
empêchent les villes de relever ces défis. 

• Le theme Idées nouvelles examine les 
innovations urbaines et les villes. 

• La diversité est la clef du thème 
Mouvement ensemble, et prend en 
compte notre mixité urbaine et notre 
possibilité de nous associer afin 
d'exploiter notre énergie collective. 

• Le thème Un pas en avant 
'intéresse à l'analyse des succès 
d'excellence, se penche sur une 
façon visionnaire de bâtir les 
villes, et prépare la nouvelle 
génération. 

Les sous-thèmes...  Thought-provoking sub-themes... 

  www.cip-icu.ca/french/conference/conf2004.htm 
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